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Decade of change
You could argue that I could have written that heading every 10
years for the last 30-odd that I have been writing about the world
and technology of making things. But I think this new decade will be
very different and mark a fundamental change, which I will get to.
We are now a further eight years on from Machinery’s 100th
anniversary publication (https://is.gd/firiti) in which three decades –
80s, 90s and noughties – were described, characterised and analysed. The path is
always very clear when looking back, but in a final chapter, Machinery looked ahead,
extrapolating from the known. But that means ignoring the unknown yet significant.
Nowhere in that final chapter did Industry 4.0, Big Data or Artificial Intelligence benefit
from a mention. Increasing computer power was taken as read, yes, but only in a
general sense.
One thing we did mention in that anniversary issue was additive manufacturing
(AM) or 3D printing, saying that it was considered a game-changer. We quoted GE vice
president of Advanced Technologies Michael Idelchik from an article in The Economist.
“One day we will print an engine,” he said. This was further qualified, with the article
adding: “Manufacturers such as GE and Rolls-Royce believe that some form of hybrid
printing system will emerge. This would produce the outline of a shape, saving on
material, which would then be machined.” A rather grand claim at the time, perhaps,
but in September we reported that H+E-Produktentwicklung GmbH in Moritzburg,
Saxony, Germany, the Fraunhofer Institute for Manufacturing Technology and
Advanced Materials (IFAM) in Dresden, Germany, had developed a fully-functional,
1:25 scale model power generation gas turbine, demonstrating both current potential
and limitations of powder-bed-based additive manufacturing technologies. It was
made completely via AM (then machined as necessary), except for the shaft. AM
technology is developing apace, for sure, but it is still not a widespread metal part
production technology, and may never be.
Returning to Industry 4.0, Big Data and Artificial Intelligence, these all allow for
more efficient design, manufacture and supply. In manufacturing, one way is through
connecting and enhancing the production technology we are already familiar with –
metalcutting/forming machine tools are getting smarter, more automated and more
integrated with supporting technology/systems. The technology is already available
(Machinery, November 2019, p14 – https://is.gd/ahunez), but take-up is slow in the
vast majority of UK SMEs. I believe this decade will see a tipping point on that score,
though, with the shopfloor increasingly home to automated smart machines managed
by people, rather than closely monitored, operated and nursed by them. Only 10 years
to wait to see if that’s an accurate view. ■

www.machinery.co.uk
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News round-up

AMRC Cymru opens for business

DMG Mori/Nikon collaboration
DMG Mori Co, the Japan-listed part
of Japanese-German machine tool
expert DMG Mori, has signed a
memorandum of understanding with
camera and measurement expert
Nikon Corporation that will see the
two collaborate on applying Nikon’s
technologies in DMG Mori machine
tools. https://is.gd/eyusoc

The £20 million Advanced
Manufacturing Research Centre
Cymru (AMRC Cymru) opened for
business last month in Broughton,
north Wales. This state-of-the-art
centre will be a catalyst for growth
and jobs in Deeside, north Wales
and the wider cross-border and
‘Northern Powerhouse’ region.
AMRC Cymru will provide
businesses with a new level of
research and development
opportunities and support. The
facility was officially opened by
First Minister Mark Drakeford and
Economy and North Wales Minister
Ken Skates.
“This is a world-class facility,
which will be a key driver in
bringing the latest research,
technology and skills to Deeside
and the north Wales region,” said
First Minister Drakeford. “The
Deeside Enterprise Zone has a
strong manufacturing base and this
centre will further strengthen its

Speedy demonstration
SPEE3D, an Australian manufacturer
of metal-based additive
manufacturing technology, printed a
1 kg copper sledgehammer in 10
minutes, live in front of a crowd on
the floor at Formnext in Frankfurt last
month. https://is.gd/suhupu
Renishaw/Sandvik partnership
Renishaw is collaborating with
Sandvik Additive Manufacturing to
qualify new additive manufacturing
materials for production
applications. The work takes in a
range of metal powders, including
new alloys that are optimised for the
laser powder-bed fusion process.
https://is.gd/urexez

Offshore wind supply chain
The Offshore Wind Growth
Partnership (OWGP) and Sharing in
Growth (SiG) are to develop a new
£1.5m Sharing in Growth – Offshore
Wind programme that aims to
improve the competitiveness of the
UK offshore wind supply chain. The
target is for an increase in total
lifetime UK content to 60% by 2030,
including increases in the capital
expenditure phase – it is currently
50%. https://is.gd/evigik

Post-processing partnership
3D printing and digital
manufacturing solutions expert HP
and AM Solutions, the brand name
under which the Rösler 3D postprocessing and 3D-printing services
divisions offers its products and
services, will work to improve the
automatic post-processing of parts
printed with HP’s Multi Jet Fusion
technology. https://is.gd/ihutaq
Scotland manufacturing centre
A planning application has been
submitted for the development of
the National Manufacturing Institute

New insurance model uses real-time data
Inrobin has partnered with the University of Strathclyde’s Advanced
Forming Research Centre (AFRC) to develop a new insurance model to
offer better pricing. It uses an Industry 4.0 approach that sees real-time
analysis of data from industrial machinery. Insurance rates can thus be
based on the usage of equipment. Manufacturers will benefit from a
combined offering of risk prevention and tailored insurance, with in-depth
data analysis also providing a better understanding of how to run
machinery more efficiently. https://is.gd/wobipe

AMRC Cymru could boost Welsh economy GVA by £4bn over
the next 20 years, it is suggested

position for the future, sparking
innovation and productivity. It will
ensure the area is at the forefront
of cutting-edge skills in
manufacturing. AMRC Cymru will
be of benefit for generations to
come and is part of our aim to
have a more prosperous and equal
Wales.”
Backed by £20m from the

Advanced skills training centre
Motorsport legend Ross Brawn OBE
has officially opened the new
Oxfordshire Advanced Skills (OAS)
Training Centre, which is run by the
Manufacturing Technology Centre on
the UKAEA Culham site in
Oxfordshire. Coventry-based MTC
Apprenticeships has been
engaged by the UK
Atomic Energy Authority
(UKAEA) and the
Science and
Technology Facilities
Council (STFC) to
National Manuf’ing
provide training to
Institute Scotland
hundreds of
apprentices in the new
OAS centre.

Scotland (NMIS), situated at the
centre of the Advanced
Manufacturing Innovation District
Scotland (AMIDS) in Renfrewshire.
NMIS is a £65m, industry-led
international centre of
manufacturing expertise (pictured),
led by the Scottish government in
partnership with its
enterprise and skills
agencies, the
University of
Strathclyde and
Renfrewshire
Council.
https://is.gd/
igeriq

Training centres for
next-gen engineers
Three new centres to train the next
generation of engineers could be
built in the Hereford Enterprise Zone
after the Marches LEP agreed a
£5.66 million funding package for
the city’s proposed new university.
https://is.gd/oxemeg

8

Welsh government and managed
by the University of Sheffield
AMRC, the centre will spark
economic growth by developing
innovation, commercialisation and
a new generation of skills. It is
predicted the new centre could
increase Welsh economy GVA by
as much as £4bn over the next
20 years.

https://is.gd/weheti

Strongest robot in UK
FANUC has delivered a 6-axis
M-2000iA/2300 robot (first in UK)
to Coventry-based research and
technology organisation, the
Manufacturing Technology Centre

January 2020 www.machinery.co.uk
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technology exhibition.
https://is.gd/ajinan

(MTC). With a reach of 3.7 m and
vertical lifting stroke of 6.2 m, the
robot (above) is designed for
handling and palletising extremely
heavy parts, such as automotive
chassis and foundry workpieces up
to 2.3 tonnes in weight, making it
the strongest fully operational
industrial robot in the country, says
the company. https://is.gd/esulov
Casting investment
One of the Black Country’s fastestgrowing foundries is finishing the
year on a high, after it pressed the
button on a £250,000 investment
project. Midland Pressure Diecasting
(MPD) has boosted its output
significantly after installing a fully
automatic aluminium die-casting
machine at its Willenhall facility.

Spindle specialists
Matsuura Machinery has
strengthened its spindle team by
appointing Stephen Orton as
spindle technical support engineer
and Simon Parkinson as spindle
technician. https://is.gd/ucesam

Laser fabrication of tools

Schoolgirls’ STEM experience
More than 100 schoolgirls from
across the Sheffield City Region
have been shown the potential of a
career in engineering, thanks to the
Advanced Manufacturing Research
Centre’s AMRCtribe campaign.
Some 54 pupils, from schools in
Sheffield, Rotherham and Barnsley,
were invited to the AMRC, part of
the High Value Manufacturing
Catapult, in the latest event of a
programme that aims to inspire
young girls to pursue a career in
STEM (science, technology,
engineering and maths) subjects.

Complete machining giant

https://is.gd/dumala

Tools from the team
Team Cutting Tools from Ceratizit has
released its latest Up2Date
publication containing 122 pages of
the latest cutting tool developments
from the group. https://is.gd/erajis
MACH Show Daily publisher
The Engineer and Machinery, two of
the UK’s most respected and
longest-running engineering
publications, will be producing the
official show daily at MACH 2020,
the UK’s largest manufacturing

www.machinery.co.uk

Walter Ewag’s latest Laser Line Ultra
machining centre is designed for the
laser ‘fabrication’ of cutting tools,
including spiral tools from 0.4 to 3 mm
diameter in hard/ultra-hard materials.
https://is.gd/bigibi

With its latest M-series product – the
M175 MillTurn – WFL is launching a new giant of complete machining. This turning,
boring and milling machine offers a swing diameter of up to 1,750 mm and can
accommodate up to 15,000 kg on the work table. https://is.gd/xotihi

EDM machine for metal additive manufacturing market
The newly developed AgieCharmilles Cut AM 500 wire EDM (WEDM) from
GF Machining Solutions has been purpose-designed for use in the metal additive
manufacturing market. https://is.gd/razago

Latest NCSIMUL release has enhancements in three areas
Continuing the ethos of powering a digital ecosystem that is smart and fully
connected, Hexagon’s Production Software business has just released the latest
NCSIMUL CAM simulation package. https://is.gd/iwijob

Deep hole development signals new generation
Tibo Tiefbohrtechnik GmbH has extended its range of single-lip deep hole drilling
machines with the launch of the E40//1-1000. This machine signals the start of a
new generation of equipment, says the company. https://is.gd/xutici

Aluminium & non-ferrous milling cutter range revamp

https://is.gd/wutadi

All sparked out after 30k miles
A&M EDM’s first wire erosion
machine has reached the end of its
working life after 17 years and is
now being decommissioned for
spare parts. Company bosses
estimate the machine has used over
30,000 miles of wire during its time
in service. https://is.gd/doyocu

Product pick 10

Ceratizit has revamped its range of solid-carbide milling cutters for machining
aluminium and other non-ferrous materials. The latest AluLine series is a complete
package of cutters that extends to over 2,500 types. https://is.gd/yuhapo

Evolution of Dugard vertical machining centres
Apprentice recognised
Beth Addis (above, centre), a
production apprentice at Yamazaki
Mazak, has become ‘Advanced
Level Apprentice of the Year’ at this
year’s Worcestershire Apprentice of
the Year Awards. Held at the West
Midlands Safari Park, Addis
was one of three
regional apprentices
shortlisted. She
joined Mazak in
September 2016
and has just
completed her
three-year ‘Advanced
Level Apprenticeship’
in CNC machining.

Dugard’s range of cost-effective vertical machining centres has evolved, with the
company working closely alongside its long-standing Taiwanese partners to
instigate enhancements across the series. https://is.gd/bacomo

WorkNC developments make smart smarter
The latest release of WorkNC from Hexagon’s Production Software portfolio is said
to make smart factories even smarter, with new and enhanced functionality that
addresses a number of manufacturing issues. https://is.gd/labaca

Air gun boasts 50% more puff
The Silvent Pro One+ uses a patented multi-Laval air nozzle that
improves the performance, delivering up to 50% more blowing
force than a regular air gun. https://is.gd/jikabi

Haas developments open door to automation
Haas has developed automatic doors for its range of milling
machines and lathes (left). https://is.gd/otuluv

https://is.gd/luxigo
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Disruption,
commodities, platforms
The past year has been one where the overriding theme of several of our feature articles, often lead
stories, can be summed up as ‘not business as usual’ in the engineering manufacturing sector.
Andrew Allcock contemplates this theme further, pulling out a few examples from the year

O

ur January 2019 issue saw Italian, online-focused
subcontractor Weerg detailed (https://is.gd/tojafa).
A supplier of machined metal and additively
manufactured (AM) plastic parts, the key differentiator is
the company’s instant online quote capability for both
machining and AM, married to its fast delivery and global
reach (via third-party delivery services). Key software is
self-developed. Its metal machining operations are
automated to deliver round-the-clock production, while its
additive manufacturing process is, of course, a pushbutton, unmanned and digitally-driven one, so automated.
Weerg was started by a non-engineer, online printing
business entrepreneur who is personally funding the
business.
In the comment piece that issue, we suggested this
represented the commoditisation of subcontracting –
arms-length, online purchasing of a technical service from
a company that offers immediate pricing and rapid

10

Top: Machines
you can talk to
Above: Affordable
industrial robotics

delivery, just as you would buy any number of physical
commodities via Amazon. A commodity is uniform across
producers, trusted, expected to fulfil its job, with price and
availability main selection criteria; even technical products
like cars and mobile phones are effectively commodities.
Of course, online subcontracting platforms/
marketplaces have existed for a while, offering buyers
access to multiple suppliers, but the instant quote and
rapid delivery elements have not been to the fore;
MFG.com and Orderfox are two such examples.
We carried two other features during the year about
online subcontracting services in the Weerg vein. In
August, we wrote about Fractory (https://is.gd/otukol),
an Estonia-headquartered operation that runs an online
subcontracting platform that connects buyers of sheet
metal parts with a group of vetted suppliers located in
Europe. This operation was started by an engineer with
experience of the difficulty of procuring sheet metal
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components. Again, instant online quoting is key, backed
by self-developed software, with reliable, high quality
supply for buyers who do not need to personally approach
multiple firms. Fractory personnel work actively with the
supplier network to improve their processes and reduce
non-conformance. The company has a UK office, as this
market is a prominent one for Fractory’s service. The
company is backed by venture capital (VC).
Our third story, in September 2019, concerned
CloudNC (https://is.gd/vapavi), a single company like
Weerg, not a platform like Fractory. Another VC-backed
operation, it is one that has much larger ambitions than
the previous two, and one that didn’t even start out to be
a metal machining (mostly prismatic) subcontractor.
Online quoting with a 24-hour turn-around features, so not
instant. But CloudNC is looking to be both faster and
cheaper for the machining of high value primary metal
components via, most usually, 5-axis machining, and is
additionally looking to build 100s of clone factories
globally to deliver this service. CloudNC’s own software for
near-instant automated NC programming is at the core of
this – that was where it started – but other software to
support efficient activity, both for people and machines,
is a growing element. The company employs many 10s of
software developers, in fact. Fundamentally, it aims to
marry a tech sector ethos to a manufacturing
environment.
There are an increasing number of these online-fronted
subcontracting operations that offer instant quote and
fast delivery of parts, some are individual companies and
others platform services that work with manufacturing
partners. Holland’s 3D Hubs is a platform drawing on
global suppliers and offering machining, injection
moulding, additive manufacturing and sheet metalworking;
America’s PartsBadger is a platform for metal machining,
with US and China-based manufacturing operations;
China’s Bohao Prototype is a single company, offering CNC
machining, injection moulding, vacuum casting, vacuum
casting, die-casting, sheet metalworking, plus SLA and
SLS AM, but a 24-hour turnaround for quotes is offered,
not instant; and well known in the UK is Protolabs,
a single company having global operations that offers
“quotes in hours and parts in days” for injection moulding,
machining and additive manufacturing. It’s focus is on
custom prototypes and low-volume batches. Set up in
1999, based on own-developed software, Protolabs’
service has grown to become a publicly listed
2,500-employee, $0.5bn operation.
Some of these operations demonstrate a ‘new-entrant
disruptor’ element: Weerg and CloudNC, certainly do.
Outsiders that bring different thinking to an established
arena. We had another example of that in November:
Automata Technologies (https://is.gd/eneceb). This
concerned a VC-backed company set up by two architects
who had attempted to employ industrial robots to bend
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sheet metal for an artwork installation. It proved
impossible in any speedy or economic way. By combining
globally available standard, reliable parts with in-house
developed core mechanical technology (gearbox) and
software, it has developed an easily deployable, low-cost
cobot to allow automation of many mundane tasks not
economically automated by existing industrial robots.
More than that, it is sold via its website, typically unseen,
and delivered by post – an instant industrial commodity.
Called Eva, the cobot is made by a UK-based specialist
engineering company. Automota will establish a hardware
and software eco-system around its Eva platform.
Other feature articles during the year also had
disruption of the established order as a theme. Let’s take
one that is pretty obvious: AM. Developments in this
technology are covered increasingly frequently and were
many times last year. Big stories about its application in
mainstream manufacturing are less common, however,
but our October issue revealed how Bowman International
has employed plastic AM. It has allowed it to design,
assemble and produce bearings in a novel way, replacing
a pressed metal part in the process (https://is.gd/ibakew)
and boosting bearing performance. This development,
along with other similar ones, is anticipated as multiplying
the company’s turnover many-fold in coming years.
Autodesk’s message of convergence between design
and manufacturing also has disruption of
the norm at its core. We covered
developments here in August (https://
is.gd/jiseya). The company’s cloud-hosted
generative design software allows multiple
versions to be created, based on required
performance constraints that might
include strength, weight, size and fixing/
connection requirements. Powerful cloud
computing means literally thousands of
designs can be generated; a number
never before possible. Now, this design
approach had previously been tightly
linked with AM, because designs had
typically been organic in shape, so
difficult to produce by subtractive
machining. But the company has
added tools to its generative
design software that now
include a manufacturing
process constraint element,
allowing designs suited to
subtractive machining to
be realised.
That’s disruption at
the design end that is
being realised
through existing
manufacturing
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processes, I’ll admit, but Autodesk also exampled how
plastic AM and generative design could be employed to
produce a fixture to hold a metal part during machining –
it would usually be metal, of course, produced by
subtractive machining. Some fixture-producing companies
are expressing much interest in this faster method of
production, and that is disruption at the production end of
the equation.
But disruption of production processes, while most
often allied to powerful software tools and the various AM
processes currently available is not exclusively so. We
wrote about cutting tool specialist Ceratizit’s High Dynamic
Turning process and associated FreeTurn tooling system in
our June issue (https://is.gd/rijuxa). The biggest turning
tool development in 100 years, it was hailed. A mechanical
system development, it is, however, made possible by
today’s powerful CNC machine tools plus associated
CADCAM software. It requires 5-axis-capable turning
centres (X, Y, Z, B and C), where the B-axis-located tool
spindle can be accurately indexed to position inserts
having multiple cutting edges (typically three); the in-cycle
adjustment of approach angle is also a key advantage.
Large gains in productivity plus a reduction in the number
of individual cutting tools required are benefits.
Industrial disruption at large was also covered,
specifically the electric vehicle (EV) revolution that is
seeing carmakers remodel not just their cars but also their
production facilities (February, https://is.gd/sozevi).
We opened with the statement that in 2017, 280,000
electric/hybrid vehicles were produced in Europe, but that
that will become 3.5 million in 2025. The International
Energy Agency’s Global EV Outlook 2019, published in
June last year, says that by 2030, electric vehicle (EV)

sales will represent 26% of the total in Europe under
announced policies (EV means all types). Under a more
active policy strategy, IEA says almost half of all vehicles
sold in 2030 in Europe will be EVs. This will have an
industrial impact; fewer parts, fewer machine tools, fewer
people. Heller is on record as saying that electric
powertrains require just 20% of the machining capacity
that internal combustion engine powertrains require. But
demand for machines will not fall off a cliff, it says. At last
year’s EMO exhibition in Germany, Dr Heinz-Jürgen Prokop,
chairman of the VDW (German Machine Tool Builders’
Association) said: “The fact is that for a lengthy
transitional period there will be a rather high proportion of
hybrid vehicles. Their degree of complexity, due to the
combination of internal combustion engines and electric
motors, will continue to necessitate high metalcutting
volumes, according to German production researchers.”
Also at EMO last year, the changing nature of the
shopfloor production environment was brought into sharp
focus, exampled by two global machine tool makers –
DMG Mori and Yamazaki Mazak – as we detailed in
November (https://is.gd/ahunez). And we return to the
language of platforms again here, with the machine tool
itself described as a platform by DMG Mori’s president,
Dr Masahiko Mori (certain types of machine are nearcommodities these days, Machinery suggests). By this he
means the machine tool is the foundation stone that
draws on an eco-system of complementary hardware and
software services to better perform. The two global giants
are developing various parts of an ecosystem or
partnering with others to deliver it. This is the automated,
connected, data-driven and optimised Industry 4.0 world.
And we returned to Industry 4.0 connected shopfloor
equipment for the final issue of 2019, again drawing on
the EMO show, highlighting FANUC’s European launch of
its Industry 4.0 solution – FANUC Intelligent Edge Link
and Drive, FIELD (https://is.gd/poboqu). If machine tools
are the platform, FANUC, whose technology is on many
machine tool makers’ equipment, has the bigger platform
on which to build an eco-system, it could be suggested.
FANUC’s focus is on machine uptime, using onpremise Edge computing power, while capabilities within
or closely allied to its CNC and motor technology boost
speed and quality of output.
Of course, Siemens too has a wide installation base
and has for some time offered its MindSphere cloud
solution to connect equipment and provide services – not
just machine tools, as its field of activity is wider. But
now Edge solutions are increasingly promoted by
Siemens for the shopfloor (https://is.gd/vobatu), while it
is also similarly developing CNC and related technology
to boost machine tool performance.
More so than for many previous decade starts,
Machinery’s preceding 12 months’ content strongly
points to the fact that the times they are a-changin’. ■
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MACH’s new decade
This year’s edition of MACH, the UK’s largest manufacturing technology event and held biennially, sees
in a new decade characterised by connectivity and data. As our cover feature suggests, the coming years
herald a time of great technological change for industry and society. MACH will reflect some of that

I

t is easy for commentators to get dazzled
by the latest technological advances and
start striding off down that road to the
future, which does, of course, always hold
more promise than the present. But new
technological advances always take time to
permeate through industry at large. At the
end of the 1980s, for example, after more
than 30 years’ development and application
of numerical control (NC) and then computer
numerical control (CNC), a survey of the day
stated that of the UK’s 750,000 machine
tools, just 8% were CNC. So it is today
with Industry 4.0 and artificial intelligence;
certainly available and much talked about,
but less practiced and applied in wider
industry. (The phrase Industry 4.0 was
coined in Germany in 2011, incidentally.)
Visitors to MACH shows, as their
organiser the Manufacturing Technologies
Association (MTA) reveals, come mostly
looking for new products – 64% of them. And
since most of the products are hardware,
it is, visually at least, a hardware show in
the main. As James Fudge, head of events
and members’ services, said at a MACH
2020 launch press conference: “MACH
still retains its USP as being one of the
only shows that people turn up to with

equipment, switch it on and show it running,
demonstrating.” That said, he added that
there are more digital solutions at this
year’s event. There is no Industry 4.0 area
itself, he advised, because the technology
will be present throughout the exhibition,
alongside or part of many of those central
hardware exhibits.
And that is rather the point with Industry
4.0 in the engineering manufacturing sector.
Manufacturing technology developers
are enhancing their hardware. This sees
equipment connected, data extracted and
variously processed locally or in the cloud
to make it run more effectively and drive up
quality. Industry 4.0 is also the umbrella
under which artificial intelligence (AI) is
being added to production technology.
Furthermore, digital representations (twins)
of the working envelope deliver safer
programs and manufacturing cycles.
There is a Digital Solutions for
Manufacturing zone, typically software
providers taking in CADCAM and production
control, and these will similarly have
enhanced their offerings with, for example,
AI. Siemens is resident in that zone and will
probably have the broadest digital message.
Details of both physical and digital

Social exhibition – #MACH2020
The MTA is encouraging people to start now, Tweeting, using Facebook and Instagram,
talking about the show, letting others know they are going. So, as part of the registration
process (live now www.machexhibition.com), at the end of it people are asked if they want to
connect to their social media profiles.
Similarly, on the MACH website itself, there’s a new ‘engage’ module. So, if there are
specific exhibitors that visitors want to see, they can set up meetings with them before the
event. The same badge technologies as were used in 2018 will be employed, with contact
details read from these. You can link with the MTA via: www.facebook.com/MTAEandD,
www.linkedin.com/company/the-manufacturing-technologies-association and
twitter.com/mta_uk.
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technologies on show at MACH have not
yet started to arrive in Machinery’s office,
but since MACH 2020 follows Europe’s
EMO show held last year, a rereading of
the EMO review (https://is.gd/ahunez) might
prove illuminating. Our next few issues, and
our website, will put more flesh on MACH
2020’s bones, of course.
But what about the show, its location and
various elements? Already before the New
Year, 95% of available space had been sold,
the MTA reported at the end of November.
This year represents the second MACH in
the new location. Still at Birmingham’s NEC,
it is now housed in several connected halls,
all on one level (Halls 6, 7, 17, 18, 19 and
20), having moved in 2018 from its longtime home of Halls 4 and 5.
Signposting was an issue at the first
outing in the new location, so the MTA has
created wayfinding logos to help visitors
better understand their location, as regards
zones, of which there are 10: 3D Printing
& Additive Manufacturing (AM); Automation
for Manufacturing; Digital Solutions for
Manufacturing; Grinding and Abrasives;
Lasers for Manufacturing; Logistics
for Manufacturing; Measurement and
Inspection; Surface Finishing; UK Supply
Chain; and Welding.
Another zone, but this time not a
technology area, is the Education &
Development (E&D) zone (Hall 17). Again
this year sponsored by Sandvik Coromant,
some 15% of the 25,000+ visitors to
MACH are students. Within this area,
where stands will identified by a logo too,
will be the Sheffield University’s Advanced
Manufacturing Research Centre’s MANTRA
(Manufacturing Technology Transporter).
This is a specially customised 14 m HGV
trailer packed with the latest machinery and
simulators, designed to give aspiring young
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In 2018, MACH moved to its new home in halls 6, 7, 17, 18, 19 and
20. Organiser the MTA has improved signposting, so there’ll be icons
(top of this page and overleaf) in the various zones to help visitors
more easily get their bearings and guide them through the show

engineers a hands-on experience with real
cutting-edge technologies. Airbus Defence
and Space’s Mars rover vehicle Bruno will
also be a feature of the E&D zone. Bruno
will support the 2020 ExoMars mission,
a European Space Agency programme
executed in cooperation with Russian Space
Agency Roscosmos, with contribution from
NASA. The six-wheeled rover will carry
technology developed by other parties and
so will be able to drill down to two metres
to take rock samples that will have been
protected from harsh solar radiation. The
samples will be analysed on board the rover
and the results sent to Earth.
The E&D zone will see Vex Robotics give
students the opportunity to have a hands-on
robotics experience. The company has also
developed teaching resources to support its
educational robots’ use. And on that point,
the zone will have more for teachers this
year, highlighting continuing professional
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development (CPD) opportunities related to
manufacturing.
The exhibition includes an even larger
number of trade associations, along with
their members. This year’s MACH edition
will see 10 associations represented:
Aluminium Federation (ALUFED); Association
of Industrial Laser Users (AILU); British
Abrasives Federation (BAF); Cast Metals
Federation (CMF); Confederation of British
Metalforming (CBM), GTMA, Metalforming
Machinery Makers’ Association (MMMA)
and Processing and Packaging Machinery
Association (PPMA), which also takes in
the British Automation & Robot Association
(BARA) and the UK Industrial Vision
Association (UKIVA); and, finally, UK
Lubricants Association (UKLA). Some of
these have their own areas, such as GTMA’s
pavilion and MMMA’s 650 m2 village.
For MACH 2020, organiser the MTA
has also brought in some of the UK’s

@MachineryTweets January 2020

High Value Manufacturing (HVM) Catapult
centres – Sheffield University’s Advanced
Manufacturing Research Centre (AMRC),
the Manufacturing Technology Centre (MTC)
and Strathclyde University’s Advanced
Forming Research Centre (AFRC). “It’s
the first year that we have had that many
Catapult centres in the room,” Fudge
emphasised. The AMRC last time put on a
show that highlighted how sensors could be
retrofitted to existing equipment – “one of
the busiest stands at the show” – and this
year’s MACH will build on that. The MTC will
be highlighting its DRAMA project (Digital
Reconfigurable Additive Manufacturing
facilities for Aerospace), a £15 million
MTC-led project that encourages suppliers
to the UK aerospace industry to adopt
AM. Supported by £11 million from BEIS’s
Industrial Strategy Challenge Fund, DRAMA
has already engaged with more than 50
aerospace supply chain companies and is
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still inviting applications for new projects. In
addition to the individual HVM Catapults, the
HVM Catapult itself is taking a stand this
year, with a focus on SME engagement and
adoption of new technology.
In addition to that, ‘Made Smarter’
and HS2 will both be at the show. HS2’s
presence is very much about engaging with
the UK supply chain – in the UK Supply
Chain zone in Hall 6. ‘Made Smarter’ helps
makers keep their competitive edge, with
digital tools. Made Smarter, also in Hall 6,
offers fully funded advice from specialist
technology experts to member companies.
It helps companies identify the right digital
tools and how to use them to make everyday
improvements to their businesses. Both
will be part of the yet-to-be-detailed seminar
programme.

Airbus Defence and Space’s Mars rover
vehicle Bruno will be a feature of the
Education & Development zone
Finally, the show is supported by Lloyds
Bank for the 10th year as headline sponsor.
Relationship director, London & South
Mid-Markets at Lloyds Bank Commercial
Banking Rebecca Wicks gave an overview
of the organisation’s engagement with the
manufacturing sector. “Since 2014, Lloyd’s
has committed nearly £6 billion of new
lending to the manufacturing sector. And for
the three years 2018 to 2020, we pledged
a further £3 billion. My team is doubling
in size in the next few months [serving
companies with £25-100 million turnover],
so we see the sector as a huge growth
opportunity for us to help support and pull
the UK economy as a whole. We support
around one in five manufacturing businesses
throughout the UK and across all sectors.
Our commitment is for the long term, helping

On a mission at MACH 2020
Mission Automotive is a charity that the MTA is supporting for the next two years and which
will be present at MACH 2020 (Hall 7, Stand 44). The organisation is helping people that
are leaving the forces and looking for work in the automotive sector. Many of them are
trained engineers, who are working on things like submarines, where there is high voltage
work being done. With the advent of electric vehicles, there is a need for people that have
such experience, the MTA suggests.
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Britain prosper.”
She underlined that the current £1 million
Annual Investment Allowance, increased
from £200,000 in January 2019 until the
end of this year, has seen less take up than
anticipated. It seems that many SMEs are
unaware of this change, she added, but
stated that visitors to MACH 2020 have a
further nine months to take advantage of
this generous investment support.
Turning to the issue of skills, she told
the audience that Lloyds is also providing
support here. “Knowledge is the future, so
we also want to help fight the skill shortage
within the sector, to protect and enhance the
long-term future of manufacturing in the UK.
We’ve pledged £10 million of sponsorship to
the MTC to train apprentices, graduates and
engineers over 10 years through to 2024.
“So far this has enabled the training
and upskilling of almost 200 apprentices,
300 engineers and 80 graduates. We’re
immensely proud of our sponsorship and the
support it provides for those that will be the
future of the manufacturing sector.”
Indeed, MACH this year is, as ever,
focused on the future, providing the shop
window to the technology that will make the
coming decade’s promise reality. ■
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Automation will be a key theme this
year, building on 2018’s growing trend
in this area
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Making a statement
At more than 450 m2, Sodick Europe’s exhibition space is double
that of the Sodick brand’s usual MACH presence. In fact, it is one
of the top five largest stands at the event. The company is making a
statement, having opened its new European headquarters in Coventry
last year. Andrew Allcock reports

O

fficial opening of Sodick Europe’s
new Warwick headquarters took place
in July last year. Sodick UK agent
Sodi-Tech shares the location as a tenant,
but the two operations remain separate legal
entities, with Sodick Europe a 100%
subsidiary of the Japanese EDM, machining
centre and additive manufacturing expert
and Sodi-Tech remaining a private company.
Across the two operations, there are 47
employees, including resident Japanese
personnel from Sodick to provide technical
and commercial support.
The European headquarters location
provides support for 17 distributors serving
more than 35 countries, reaching as far as
Turkey, Russia and Africa – one of those 17
distributors is Sodi-Tech, of course. It has a
turnover of £60 million. Machine stock is
held in Rotterdam, taking in anywhere from
100-120 machines for distribution to those
markets. Previously located in Germany, the
decision to locate a new headquarters
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building in the UK while Brexit remains
pending was underpinned by a number of
advantages that outweigh that, Peter Capp,
CEO of Sodick Europe and director of SodiTech, offers. Workforce skills and
commitment, the preferred English language,
cultural similarities and the business
environment were all factors in the UK’s
favour, he says.
The new building boasts 45,000 ft2 of
floor space, incorporating offices,
temperature-controlled showroom, separate
temperature-controlled additive
manufacturing suite, training rooms and
spare part stores areas on a 1.2 hectare
site. The offices, showroom and stores
areas today all look generously proportioned,
but this is a building spec’d for growth –
indeed, there is a further 10,000 ft2 already
permitted, with foundations already laid but
at the moment hidden beneath grass. The
previous location offered just 15,000 ft2,
by comparison, so the potentially 3.7 times

larger operation can support some serious
upgrading of activity.
Capp explains the thinking behind the
Japanese machine tool expert’s investment
in this stand-out facility. For one, it will
support the company’s plans for increased
market share by better supporting its
distributors, as he explains: “To increase
market share, we must bring all our
distributors up to the same high level of
training. At the moment that’s not the case,
they’ve all got different levels of knowledge
and technical ability. Now, the only way we
can get that technical ability up is to train
them, but we didn’t have the facility to do
that at our previous location. Here we have.
“We’ve set our programme out already,
actually, it started last month [October] and
will be running through next year. We will
move our distributors up a level from where
they are now, either three, two, or one.
Hence the training rooms that we have and
which we didn’t have at the previous
building. Sodi-Tech is at level one, of course.
We’re already a reasonable share of the UK
market, but we need to increase our other
market shares in places such as France,
Italy, Germany and Turkey; they’re the big
markets for us, along with Russia.”
As to the need for an air-conditioned
showroom, well, when you’re machining to
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Sodick Europe’s new HQ in Coventry is also
home to UK agent Sodi-Tech
Inset: Peter Capp, second from left, CEO
of Sodick Europe and director of SodiTech, takes part in a traditional Japanese
ceremony at the official opening in July

these are not for run-of-the-mill applications;
top level, highest precision machining is
where these are pitched. And the new
showroom allows this other technology to be
demonstrated to best effect, too.
Specifically, the ultra-high-speed milling
machine UH650L and the MS100 injection
moulding machine, both again receiving their
European debuts at EMO last September.
The UH650L is a 620, 500, 300 mm (X, Y,
Z) travel machine that boasts Sodick’s
latest generation linear motors having 0.03
micron feedback. Acceleration of 1 G and a
40,000 rpm spindle (60,000 rpm option)
are other technical features. Hard
material machining with fast,
light cuts is the method.
And when employing the Jig
Grinding Function, the
need for single-purpose
jig grinders is obviated.
In the UK, an aerospace

low single-digit
micron levels,
temperature drift isn’t
acceptable. Quite simply,
the company will be able to
demonstrate locally the machining
capability that it previously had to call on
Japan to produce. Capp again: “If we’re
cutting parts to two microns, there’s no
point in doing that if we’re in the middle of a
factory, so the showroom here is plus or
minus one degree. This will help us service
another market, where the only way we
could have done so before was to send that
part to Japan, have it cut, returned and then
shown to customers. We don’t do that
anymore. We invite customers here and
show them first-hand. We have cut parts to
plus or minus two micron in the showroom.”
This has allowed the company to bring in
machines that it simply couldn’t before,
because their accuracy couldn’t be fully
demonstrated. The ALC400P super-accurate
wire EDM, specifically, and which got its
European premier at last September’s EMO
exhibition held in Hanover.
EDM is Sodick’s lead technology, but it
additionally manufactures machining
centres, hybrid additive manufacturing/
milling and injection moulding machinery.
But when it does make other machines,
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company is actually interested is the
machine for aluminium plate machining,
because the plates must all be identical.
“You know, we did the test. We sent the
parts off, they sent them to the inspection
department, the results came back and were
sent to us. I said, ‘you’ve only had the one
part checked’ – there were 18, I think. And
he said ‘no, they checked all of them and
they’re all the same’. We were talking
microns,” highlights Capp.
Linear motors are a key Sodick
differentiator, it should be said. It has
produced some 57,000 since 1999, when it
introduced them. It offers a 10-year
positioning accuracy guarantee. Something
that will be underscored at MACH 2020, as
it happens. One of the exhibits will be a
20-year-old wire-cut EDM unit that has been
serviced and brought back to original spec,
without replacing anything.
Moving onto another technology not seen

The ultra-high-speed milling machine
UH650L, suited to hard materials
Inset above: Peter Capp holds a
finished machined part
Inset right: machining in close-up
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Not known for its injection moulding
machines in Europe, Sodick is
addressing this now, having shown
the technology at last September’s
EMO and this year doing so at MACH
Inset: high precision moulded parts
on show at the new European HQ

before in Europe, the MS100 electric
injection moulding machine, this similarly
operates at the premier level. Key features
are the patented plasticising and injection
unit, V-Line. With its separate screw and
plunger design, precise volume, high speed
filling means that small, highly accurate
components can be produced reliably.
Parts demonstrated at the new Warwick
HQ were tiny connector parts (above). And
the company has already received mould
tools from companies that are interested to
see the benefits. The medical sector is one
target for this machine. The MS100 has a
980 kN clamping force, 640 by 610 mm
platen, 800 mm daylight and min/max
mould thickness of 200/450 mm. Sodick
Europe will also bring in the GL30 model, a
294 or 393 kN, 440 by 440 mm platen
machine. The company has been making
such machines for many years, it should be
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Industrie-Partner’s Robo Operator,
moveable between machines and,
unusually, offered on a rental basis

said, but has not promoted
them in Europe, because
they were not previously CE
mark compliant.
So, with an expanded
machine and service offering
via the new headquarters
facility allied to its increased
market share ambition, the company will
have to boost its machine building capacity,
then? Yes, says Capp, adding that the new
facility in the UK will become an assembly
plant. With the skills already honed via a
machine refurbishment offer of some years’
standing, the assembly of new machinery is
no large step. Part of that, he explains, is
related to CE marking. “It’s much easier if
we produce a machine in Europe. Now, we
can’t produce all the machines here, but we
could pick a model that is popular and
produce, let’s say, 20 a month. And the new
facility in Chicago, built almost identical to
this one, could do the same.
“You can’t just build a factory and get
500 employees. But what we can do is
machine all the parts and then send them
around the world to build machines, if we
need extra capacity.” The likelihood is that

the extra 10,000 ft2 will be required to
support machine building in the UK. Capp
says that future machines will increasingly
incorporate artificial intelligence, making
them easier to operate by lower skilled
workers yet still with them able to obtain
highest accuracy and part quality.
“Sodick’s knowledge will be put into a
chip. The machine is going to recognise
material conditions, good or bad, with a
minimal amount of operator intervention.
And you’re going to be able to, regardless of
the level of your ability, get the same quality
part out of the machine as the guy that’s got
20 years’ knowledge. That is the theory,
because everywhere in the world, nobody
can get to toolmakers.”
Developments such as this will likely
start appearing at Japan’s JIMTOF show, an
edition of which is to be held later this year,
but for this year, at MACH 2020 you can
expect a to see a broader machine offering
from the company, taking in EDM – including
an eight-axis drilling machine for turbine
blade cooling holes – milling and moulding,
and hear a more powerful message from
Sodick. The company is very much making a
statement. ■
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No business
like show business
Steed Webzell sets out the exhibits likely to catch the eye at this year’s Southern Manufacturing
exhibition, an established annual event in the manufacturing technology/services calendar

T

aking place at the 20,000 m2
Farnborough International Exhibition
and Conference Centre, Southern
Manufacturing 2020 will run from 11-13
February. Among the notable exhibitors in
attendance will be Matsuura Machinery,
which will show an MX-520 5-axis CNC
machining centre and HP Jet Fusion 580
3D colour printer on Stand E260 (exhibit
details: https://is.gd/otihaq). The machines
will be working in harmony to demonstrate
the real-world benefits of current production
strategies being supplied by the company to
UK manufacturers.
Matsuura’s MX-520 (630 by 560 by 510
mm of travel in X, Y, Z) will be utilising
plastic fixtures produced on the HP Multi-Jet
Fusion 4200, demonstrating the time and
cost savings achievable by printing
workholding in hours rather than waiting
weeks, sometimes months, for conventional
metal solutions to be supplied.
Another machine tool specialist with a
dual showcase at the event will be XYZ
Machine Tools (Stand J210), which is
shining the spotlight on automation, 5-axis
machining and the latest ProtoTRAK control
system developments (exhibit details:
https://is.gd/elorub).
The company’s robot-based automation
cell, Robo-Tend, will take centre stage. This
modular and mobile robot automation
system is designed for use with XYZ vertical
machining and turning centres fitted with
Siemens controls. At Southern
Manufacturing, the system will be
demonstrated attached to an XYZ 750 LR
vertical machining centre (750 by 440 by
500 mm travel in the X, Y and Z axes). RoboTend has been designed to bring automation
within the reach of traditional subcontract
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Matsuura’s MX-520
will be utilising plastic
fixtures produced on
the HP Multi-Jet Fusion
4200 3D printer

engineering businesses, offering potential
payback in just a few months.
For those seeking full, simultaneous
5-axis machining, the XYZ UMC-5X with frontloading 600 mm diameter trunnion rotary
table will also be demonstrated.
Elsewhere at the show, Haas Automation
is likely to promote the virtues of its recently
introduced UMC-500 series of universal
machining centres on Stand G220 (exhibit
details: https://is.gd/uzadup). Shorter travels

and compact footprint make the UMC-500
suitable for the 3+2 and simultaneous
5-axis machining of smaller parts. UMC-500
machines offer the same performance as
the company’s best-selling UMC-750, but in
a smaller footprint; similar in size to a Haas
VF-2. Travels of 610 by 406 by 406 mm
serve an integrated dual-axis trunnion table,
while a 10,000 rpm inline direct-drive
spindle comes with a servo-driven 30+1
side-mount toolchanger.
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Programming simplicity will be Hurco’s
theme for Southern Manufacturing, where
the company will be showcasing the latest
software deployed on its proprietary MAX5
control (exhibit details: https://is.gd/ninone).
The 19” colour touchscreen control will be
present on stand G200. On demonstration
will be the latest solid model import option,
which is said to be capable of reducing
programming times even further. Whereas
previously only 2D DXF files could be loaded
directly into the control to create
conversational data blocks, it is now
possible to import 3D STEP or IGES files,
including splines and Z depths.
Two of Hurco’s best-selling machines will
be on the stand. One will be the Hurco
VM10i machining centre, which despite
having a working volume of 660 by 406 by
508 mm fits into a compact space on the
shopfloor. Sharing equal prominence will be
a Hurco TM8i XP 2-axis CNC lathe, which
turns parts up to 356 mm in diameter by
525 mm long.

GRIPPING TECHNOLOGY ON SHOW
So, what of the latest workholding
solutions? Well, from Stand G205,
1st Machine Tool Accessories will show for
the first time in the UK the Kitagawa Swift
Klamp, a rigid workholding product that uses
the proven HSK tool interface to provide a
secure, low-interference, quick-change
clamping arrangement that resists bending
forces generated during metalcutting (exhibit
details: https://is.gd/apudal). Designed for
5-axis machining applications but equally
suited to use on 3- and 4-axis machines, the
system consists of three parts – the
clamping head, work holder and workpiece.
Parts up to 200 mm square or diameter can
be accommodated.
Also demonstrated will be the newly
developed RotaVice workpiece positioning
system. In essence, the RotaVice is a
manually adjustable indexing head that can
be rapidly set to position a component at a
multiplicity of rotary angles in the horizontal
plane for milling and drilling. Produced in the
UK, the unit is designed to be secured in a
One-Lok workholding device manufactured by
Chick in the USA, for which 1st MTA is the
sole UK agent.
Over on Stand E250, Roemheld will likely
be promoting its recently introduced fixed-jaw
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Hilma SCS vice, which is designed for
metalcutting operations on 5-axis machining
centres. SCS vices (https://is.gd/ibinap)
offer repeatability of positioning to within
±10 micron. The stability of the clamping
systems and high retention force resulting
from the use of a reversible jaw mean there
is no need to pre-stamp a workpiece before
it is secured. Various base lengths up to
350 mm are offered, with different clamping
ranges to 300 mm, while clamping force is
up to 40 kN at 100 Nm torque.
For automated component loading in
collaborative working environments, visitors
should head for the stand (B160) of Mills
CNC (https://is.gd/edocag). Through its
Automation Division, the company will be
showcasing two of its latest collaborative
robots (cobots). The first, the M0617, is
largest cobot in the Doosan range in terms
of reach radius (1.7 m) and, at the event,
will be performing a range of tasks that
demonstrate its flexibility and application
potential. The second cobot at the event will
feature integrated vision technology,
enabling it to identify and sort parts by size,
shape, orientation and text pattern.
Those interested in toolholding
innovations should make for the stand
(E215/220) of YMT Technologies (https://
is.gd/ekixaz). Heatshrink technology will be
on show in the form of machines from
Diebold, while a precision range of
toolholders from Kojex, including the DC6
slimline chuck series for 5-axis machining
applications, will also make an appearance.
Alongside will be heavy duty angle-heads
from OMG, a range of driven tooling from
Algra, the company’s own Tuscan range of
machine vices, plus the Fifth Axis range of
fixtures and workholding. Larger products on
the stand will additionally take in a rotary
table from Detron.
Southern Manufacturing will be the first
opportunity for UK manufacturers to see the
latest cutting tool launches from Industrial
Tooling Corporation (Stand H250), such as
the ITC 6071 series of solid carbide endmills (https://is.gd/pugume). This stub length
end-mill has been specifically developed for
the machining of steel and aerospace-grade

alloys such as titanium and Inconel.
Representing Widia in the UK, application
experts from ITC will be on-hand to discuss
tools on show, such as the newly developed
VSM890-12 face- and shoulder-milling
series. The VSM890-12 is hailed as one of
the very few eight-edged, double-sided
cutters with genuine 90° milling capability,
and is able to perform on a complete range
of materials, including operations such as
face milling, shoulder milling, Z-axis
plunging, contour plunging and 100% radial
engagement slotting.

SPEEDY DRILLS ON OFFER
Another cutting tool specialist, Guhring
(Stand H185), will be giving exhibition
premiers to a number of recently introduced
products (exhibit details: https://is.gd/
urawey). For instance, visitors will have an
opportunity to investigate the latest Guhring
RF Speed milling range that has been
developed for the machining of tough
materials. The latest arrivals are the RF100
5-Speed and RF100 7-Speed solid carbide
end-mills. The increased tooth number of the
five-fluted 5-Speed and seven-fluted 7-Speed
generates high metal removal rates with
stable process reliability, says Guhring.
Alongside the RF Speed milling line will
be the RT100XF, the latest in a long line of
performance drilling products from Guhring.
Created to reduce cycle times for difficult-tomachine materials and special applications
in series production, the hard drilling line is
said to be resilient to potential breakages.

Robo-Tend will take centre stage on the
XYZ stand, offering easy and fast payback
automation
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surface mode’ option ensures smooth
surfaces with tolerances in the micron
range. This capability saves time on postmachining finishing processes, particularly
when applied to mould making.

MORE THEN METALCUTTING

A workpiece in a Swift Klamp holder
being inserted into a mating HSK
clamping head. 1st MTA is the supplier
This claim is based upon a newly developed
carbide grade developed by Guhring that
performs a balancing act between hardness
and toughness.
Switching focus to CAM suites, the latest
version of hyperMILL will be presented by
Open Mind Technologies on Stand B210,
where the company will highlight high
precision 3D finishing, 5-axis tangent
machining, high performance turning and
the latest CAD-for-CAM technologies (exhibit
details: https://is.gd/payohe).
Although hyperMILL already featured high
precision profile finishing, the 2020.1
version offers a comparable function for 3D
shape Z-level finishing. The ‘high precision

Of course, there is far more to Southern
Manufacturing than metalcutting alone. For
instance, Trumpf says that visitors to stand
D230 will be able to discover more about
the company’s tube profiling and sheet
bending technologies (exhibit details:
https://is.gd/puxofe).
If high speed tube cutting is a priority,
Trumpf’s solid-state laser machines
provide a distinct advantage, especially
when cutting thin sheet. The company’s
Fiber model range builds on this solid-state
capability to ensure short processing times
for a range of parts. A good example is the
Trumpf TruLaser Tube 7000 Fiber for
extra-large tubes (up to 254 mm
diameter).
The second area of focus on
the stand will be
bending. Trumpf
now has an
extensive portfolio
of bending
machines that
extends from
the TruBend
7000 series
for small parts,
to the TruBend
3000 and 5000
series for
processing medium and large
components with a press force

of up to 3,200 kN.
Another specialist in this area, Bystronic
(Stand J260), will probably use the show to
promote its entry level BySmart Fiber
(https://is.gd/uzomoq), which can be
supplied with a laser source of 2, 3, 4, or
6 kW. The 6 kW source enables users to
achieve the maximum increase in cutting
speed, for example up to 70% more than a
4 kW fibre laser when cutting 3 mm
stainless steel. This advantage is even
greater in comparison with a 6 kW CO2 laser,
as productivity is trebled.
Bystronic has equipped the BySmart Fiber
with the latest generation cutting head,
which can be adapted to maximise quality
when profiling different metals. Users
choose between two focal points of the laser
beam, depending on sheet thickness and
material type. ■
The Widia series of indexable
insert cutters offers many
benefits

Metrology exhibits measure up
From a metrology perspective, Faro Technologies will present a
range of advanced metrology products at Southern Manufacturing
(exhibit details: https://is.gd/ukapof). Innovations in the spotlight on
Stand A230 will include the recently launched 8-axis Quantum
ScanArm, which integrates a Quantum FaroArm with an eighth axis.
The accurate yet robust Quantum has been tested to withstand
harsh shopfloor environments, delivering both portability and
ergonomics. When combined with the Faro Blu laser line probe or
the Faro Prizm laser line probe, the device becomes a class-leading
3D laser scanning system, says the company.
Faro exhibition staff will be performing practical demonstrations
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to prove that the Quantum ScanArm (said to be the world’s first
8-axis portable CMM) is suitable for companies seeking an efficient,
cost-effective, user-friendly inspection system.
Among a wide range of measurement and inspection solutions,
Keyence (https://is.gd/hevawi) will be showcasing its latest digital
microscope, the VHX-7000, where both 2D and 3D measurements
can be performed. Just one microscope is required to take
roughness, contamination, grain size and a host of other
measurements. Observation is provided with an optimal balance of
brightness and clarity. Visitors are encouraged to bring samples to
Stand A200 for live demonstrations of the products.
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▼

The UK-designed-and-built CV5-500
5-axis vertical machining centre is a
new entry-level, fully simultaneous 5-axis
machining centre. Having received
its world premier at last year’s EMO
exhibition, it will form part of Mazak’s
MACH 2020 presence. A budget price
does not mean lightweight specification,
however. Indeed, it boasts a newly
designed constant-overhang headstock
to maintain machining rigidity, even
at full Z-axis stroke. Optionally it can
feature core cooling through the linear
axes ballscrews for thermal stability for
high speed applications, with those also
supported by the optional 18,000 rpm
spindle – 12,000 rpm/18.5 kW/119.4
Nm is standard for this 500 mm diameter
by 320 mm high, 200 kg capacity unit.
It is compact and space required for
maintenance duties has been minimised,
while the rear of the machine can be
sited close to a factory wall

New
Mazak tech
A

t the recent EMO exhibition held in
Hanover, Germany, Mazak (https://
is.gd/otocah) took its largest ever
stand for that fair series, with 27 different
machines in total displayed, two more than
at EMO 2017. Mazak, incidentally, has more
than 300 machine tools in its range.
Developments of particular interest to the

UK audience on view at Mazak’s Worcesterheld EMO Encore Open House event in
December included: SmoothAI CNC; the UKdesigned-and-built CV5-500 5-axis vertical
machining centre; Variaxis C-600 5-axis
vertical machining centre; Integrex i450H
ST; Integrex e-1250v/8S AG; and Integrex
i-200H ST. ■

▼

A cell centred around an Integrex i450H
ST served by a FANUC M-710iC/70 robot was
an automation highlight. The new i-H Integrex
range supersedes the Integrex i-series. More
easily automated, the new models have a
flat front, while the tool magazine has been
positioned at the rear. Siting automation
at the front of the machine while still
maintaining accessibility is key. The i450H
ST has a 12” chuck, features an enlarged
300 mm Y-axis stroke, can handle large
workpieces up to 670 mm diameter and has
a powerful 3,300 rpm, 37 kW main spindle
and 4,000 rpm second spindle. There’s a fully
contouring 240° B-axis and a new compact
12,000 rpm milling spindle to maximise
capacity within the working envelope.
A smaller, 8” chuck model is available
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▼

The Variaxis C-600 5-axis vertical machining centre also saw its
world premier at EMO in September. It is a high performance and
cost-effective 5-axis solution for a wide range of sectors, including the
aerospace and automotive markets. Workpiece capacity is up to
730 mm diameter by 450 mm high and 500 kg. Most importantly,
it is offered with “a class-leading range of specification options”.
For example, the C-600 can be configured with four different spindles,
from a 12,000 rpm standard spindle, up to 15,000 rpm high torque,
18,000 rpm high speed and 20,000 rpm high power options.
In addition, a 30-tool magazine is standard, but 60-, 90- and 120-tool
capacities are available.
The machine features SmoothAI control, which has three core
capabilities – machine learning via artificial intelligence (AI); digital
twinning; and automation. SmoothAi enables the machine to learn
from a variety of information sources, including the operator,
previous cutting processes and environmental data input, to
continually improve performance – cycle time reduction, cutting
surface improvement, ease of operation and automation. Solid
Mazatrol enables the auto-generation of programs from 3D models,
using AI to intuitively learn and understand the cutting strategies
used. As a result, it can reduce programming time by 90%. MACH
2020 will afford visitors the opportunity to get full information

▼

The Integrex e-1250V/8S AG got its
European debut last year at EMO. A vertical
hybrid multi-tasking machine with advanced
gear cutting capability, it is designed for
workpieces up to 1,500 mm diameter by
1,600 mm high. The machine features a
40 kW, 500 rpm main spindle, along with a
10,000 rpm milling spindle. High accuracy
cutting of gear forms, including hobbing,
skiving and milling, supports production of
multiple gear types, from spur gears through
to helical gears and involute splines. Easy
programming via conversational input
of gear data in under 10 minutes
is possible, without the need for
3D models or CADCAM software.
And programs can be verified
before actual machining with
the Mazak 3D simulation
‘Virtual Machining’ system.
There’s a smaller i-500S
model that has 700 mm swing
▼

The Integrex i-200H ST is an 8” chuck model equipped
with a 210 mm Y-axis, offering 600 mm maximum swing
and high speed 5,000 rpm main and second spindles. At the
Open House, it was shown demonstrating Ceratizit’s High
Dynamic Turning on aluminium parts. Detailed in Machinery's
June 2019 issue (https://is.gd/cudada), this sees a single
toolholder held in the B-axis spindle of a mill-turn machine.
Spindle rotation indexes one of typically three insert cutting
edges into position, with the ability to vary approach angle
in cycle a unique feature. Reduced tool changes, toolholders,
inserts and cycle times are all benefits. Open Mind CADCAM
software (https://is.gd/gatuno) was used to program the
machine, but that capability is not yet officially launched
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Starting with a serendipitous purchase
of a second-hand Miyano, Apsley
Precision Engineering developed a taste
for the brand, now having four.
Jay Pritchard, halfway through a
four-year mechanical engineering
apprenticeship, is seen here
using Citizen’s Alkart CNC Wizard
programming software

Growing production
Second-hand Miyanos give subcontractor a leg-up to higher quality and start a trend; same again
Nakamura-Tome tech for Scot Bennett Engineering; new start-up looks to Haas to kit out production

A

case of serendipity allowed
subcontractor Apsley Precision
Engineering to install its first Miyano
bar-fed CNC lathe, and the company has gone
on to acquire further models of the same
brand. Managing director Peter Aymes
explains: “We were aware of this make of bar
auto and knew they rarely come onto the
second-hand market, so we were lucky to be
able to buy the first machine, a BND-51S
twin-spindle lathe with live tooling in the
turret.”
That luck followed one of its customers
ceasing in-house production, releasing the
machine for sale. Its arrival in 2012 on the
shopfloor at the company’s 12,000 ft2 facility
in High Post, near Salisbury, heralded the
start of a big improvement in CNC turning
capability. Continues Aymes: “Compared to
our single-spindle, bar-fed lathes without
driven tools, it approximately halved cycle
times for machining parts up to 51 mm
diameter. Generally, we were able to start
producing components in one hit, rather than
two or three operations, reducing handling
and work-in-progress.
“That in turn improved accuracy and
allowed us to manufacture more costeffectively, so we became more profitable.
It is difficult to overstate the improvement the
machine made.”
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The Miyano also allowed for unattended
running, due to the dimensional consistency
of output, unlike the subcontractor’s other
bar autos, which typically require the
attention of an experienced setter for much of
the time, raising the labour content of parts.
Following the initial purchase, two more
second-hand Miyanos were acquired. And
even though the first was 12 years old,
it was and still is capable of holding
tolerances of ±5 microns, which Aymes
describes as “amazing”, adding: “By that
time it was abundantly clear just how good
these machines are. They are heavy, compact
and very robust, which leads to high accuracy,
repeatability and reliability. They need very
little money spent on them for repair, so cost
of ownership is low.
“It is rare to operate a machine that is
almost completely trouble-free. With the
Miyanos, that applies to the electronics and
electrics, as well as the mechanics.”
The third Miyano was installed in 2015,
a second 42 mm machine of similar age
acquired from another subcontractor, this
time a BNJ model with two turrets. It resulted
in higher production output, better prices for
customers and shorter delivery lead-times.
July 2019 saw the arrival from Citizen
Machinery UK (https://is.gd/silefi) of the first
new model, however, a BNJ-51SY twin-

spindle, twin-turret lathe with a Y-axis, offering
51 mm bar capacity. The machine has
additional Y-axis movement on the main turret
that is proving invaluable for machining offcentreline and providing flexibility and
accuracy of milled features. It was
accompanied by Citizen Machinery’s Alkart
CNC Wizard programming software. It assists
and simplifies the creation of even complex
cycles using a built-in G-code and M-code
library, plus reference material and diagrams.
Inexperienced users, in particular, benefit.
Exampling the latest machine’s capability,
Apsley Precision Engineering’s managing
director cites a tubular, thin-wall aerospace
part machined from solid 304 stainless steel
bar of 38 mm diameter. It requires a blind,
longitudinal hole to be drilled and bored, and
the outside diameter (OD) to be turned to
leave two lugs. Not only does the Y-axis allow
the lugs to be drilled in-cycle, instead of the
component having to visit a machining centre
for completion, but by being able to program
both Y- and C-axis movements for OD turning,
cutter deflection is minimised and accuracy
improved. As the component is required in
batch sizes ranging from 200 to 800, the
benefit is considerable.
Furthermore, the new machine can be run
on a ghost-shift – theoretically possible with
the other Miyanos but not practically feasible
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due to the absence of load monitoring, which
the new model has, to detect worn or broken
tools and automatically stop the machine.
This and a 5-axis machining centre bought in
2018 can both run in such a way, which
leads Aymes to say that rapid amortisation
renders the initial purchase price much less
important, adding that these two machines
will pay for themselves faster than all the
others on the company’s shopfloor.
Scot Bennett Engineering, which supplies
milled and turned parts to the automotive,
agricultural, lighting and industrial sectors,
has purchased its second Nakamura
AS200LMYS from the Engineering Technology
Group (ETG – https://is.gd/ulufay) to help it
cope with a 16% increase in demand.
The 165 mm diameter chuck, single-turret,
15-station live tool and twin-spindle machine
will reduce cycle times by up to 25%, as well
as removing secondary operations on more
than 40 different product lines.

FIRST-HAND EXPERIENCE PROMPT
“The Nakamura is a high quality machine and
delivers the precision performance, speed
and flexibility that we need,” explains Rob
Bennett, who took over the business from his
father in 2010. “We already have an AS200
on the shopfloor and know, first-hand, what it
can give you. This second machine will give
us extra milling capacity and we have made
sure that we have configured it exactly the
same and chosen the same workholding and
software.”
He continues: “By doing this, we have
removed the need for any extra training,
whilst also speeding up the install process.
ETG is a long-standing supplier and the
service we received was second to none –
as always.”
Jon Mannion, regional sales manager at
Engineering Technology Group, adds:
“It’s great to supply Scot Bennett with this
technology, just three years on from its first
purchase with us. We’ve put our industryleading maintenance, service and repair
package in place on this machine to ensure
minimal downtime for a customer that is
growing fast.”
G Zero Machining Services is a family-run
engineering business located in Ellesmere
Port, Cheshire. Led by managing director
Shaun Hackney, his sons Andrew and Steven,
and son-in law Cameron work alongside him.
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After Andrew began writing programs for other
companies, he realised there was also a
demand for CNC machining. He knew his
customers wanted their parts manufactured
in the UK, rather than risk quality issues and
lengthy lead times when sourcing from
overseas, so the family came together to
create G Zero.
With the company’s first order secured,
Shaun gave his local Haas sales manager a
call. “We’d all worked on Haas machines
before,” he explains, “so we knew what we
were getting. We really like the Haas control,
because it’s so user friendly and identical on
each machine, so it makes the work so much
easier to have that continuity.”
For their first investment, G Zero
purchased two Modular Mini Mills (406 by
305 by 254 mm), a VF-2SS Super Speed
vertical machining centre (762 by 406 by 508
mm) with 2-axis trunnion rotary table and an
2-axis ST-10 lathe (356 mm diameter by 406
mm length). These were followed a few
months later with a second VF-2SS,
purchased to open up the working envelope
without the need to remove the trunnion. The
machines suit the company’s strategy of only
machining parts that can be manually
handled.
Of the lathe, Shaun says: “The ST-10 is a
lovely machine to use. We were all novices
when it came to turning, but we’ve come a
long way in a short space of time. Haas
allowed us to bank our training, so when we
were ready the engineer came to us for three

days and guided us step by step. As we were
already familiar with the Haas control, we
found the lathe easy to program.”
G Zero’s customers operate mainly in the
automotive industry, including the twowheeled variety, such as CCM Motorcycles.
“We have our own design house, so we start
by producing a prototype before moving on to
making batches, typically around 100. Our
most recent design is a set of jigs and
fixtures for Bentley Motors,” Shaun adds,
concluding: “We’re very pleased to have
brought Haas into our factory. We always
wanted to buy new to guarantee the accuracy
of the machines. The price was great and the
after sales service has been brilliant, their
support has been invaluable.” ■

With start-up G-Zero’s first order secured,
the company contacted the local Haas
sales manager, who duly helped the
company kit out its production area

Scot Bennett Engineering duplicated
its existing Nakamura-Tome
installation. Rob Bennett (Scot
Bennett Engineering managing
director, right) and Jon Mannion of
ETG are seen here in front of the new
machine
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Prima Power e-technology,
Over 20 years of versatility.
Prima Power was one of the first companies to apply servo-electric technology
to punching machines more than 20 years ago. A breakthrough innovation that has
completely replaced hydraulic systems, dramatically increasing the range of possible
manufacturing processes. Less power consumption, less maintenance, more efficiency:
today the Prima Power punching machines are the most versatile on the market.

joe.opitz@markallengroup.com
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Premier
League
effort

ESP Laser Cutting has upgraded
from a mere 10 kW to a 12 kW
laser source, installing the first such
Bystronic machine in the UK. Benefits
are greater than were expected

Two companies demonstrate
their leading-edge credentials by
acquiring UK technology firsts:
ESP Laser Cutting with a 12 kW
Bystronic laser profiler and GF
Laser, which is applying a Trumpf
TruLaser Cell 5030 5-axis profiler

T

he most powerful flat-bed laser
profiling centre ever to be installed in
the UK for processing sheet metal has
commenced operation at subcontractor ESP
Laser Cutting, which specialises in producing
components from 3 by 1.5 m sheet in a
wide array of materials to a thickness of
30 mm.
The 12 kW Bystronic ByStar Fiber 3015
was delivered in April 2019 to the firm’s
machinist’s factory in Rotherham by
Coventry-based Bystronic UK (https://is.gd/
unokom). The new source was expected to
be 20% better than Bystronic’s 10 kW unit
on an existing machine, but ESP’s joint
owners Steve McMillan and Paul Short are
seeing a typical productivity increase of onethird, due to the greater power available a
newly designed cutting head.
A further contributor to higher than
expected efficiency is a cutting plan
algorithm running in Bystronic’s latest BySoft
7 nesting and control software that executes
the most efficient route around the nest.
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It also minimises the risk of cut parts tilting,
protruding from the material surface and
interfering with the nozzle, avoiding the need
to use micro-joints and saving even more
time when the sheet exits the machine by
making shaking-out of the parts easier.
For one job in particular, profiling of chain
links from 10 mm mild steel sheet, a threefold productivity improvement was gained on
the 12 kW machine. When profiling the parts
on the ByStar Fiber 10 kW machine still in
use at the Rotherham facility, 200
components per hour was the maximum
output, as there was not sufficient laser
power to employ nitrogen as the assist gas.
Oxygen had to be used, requiring the cutting
speed to be reduced so that acceptable
edge quality could be achieved.
By contrast, the 12 kW machine produces
600 parts per hour, as the higher power
allows the use of nitrogen and hence full
profiling speed. There is the added
advantage that cut edges are better,
especially on the underside of the sheet,
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than when formerly using ‘active’ oxygen, as
‘inert’ nitrogen does not react with the sheet
material. ESP employs a profiling speed of
6,900 mm/min when producing the chain
links, although the machine is capable of
150 m/min on thin gauges and accelerates
at 2.5 G to minimise non-cutting time.
The journey to today’s 12 kW laser
benchmark has been achieved over 25
years, as McMillan explains: “We started
ESP 25 years ago with a 1.2 kW CO2 laser
cutter, buying a second, 1.5 kW model four
years later. We were early adopters of the
technology and have been using it constantly
over the years, witnessing its progression.
“During that time, we have repeatedly
part-exchanged our two machines, buying a
total of 10, of which the last eight were from
Bystronic. The three most recent models
have been fibre lasers, which have now
almost completely replaced CO2 in our
industry.
“We noticed a hike in productivity when
the 6 kW fibre arrived in 2013 and another
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At GF Laser, this TruLaser Cell 5030 will replace the company’s original Trumpf TLC CUT
5 machine, supporting the 5-axis profiling and trimming of pressings, extrusions and
spinnings. Compared to a hybrid machine with a CO2 laser, machine hour rate is 20% less,
energy and service costs are halved and footprint is reduced by 30%
when the 10 kW version was installed three
years later, which at the time was the first in
the UK. However, the 12 kW laser cutter is
the best machine ever.
“We simply plugged it in and it ran from
day one. It is unbelievably quick, so you can
make money even on jobs where you have to
pare back prices to win work – and you can
guarantee short delivery lead-times as well.”
Short adds: “Every increase in power
delivers a cleaner cut edge, especially on
mild steel, which forms the majority of our
throughput. The BeamShaper functionality in
BySoft 7 optimises the shape of the laser
beam when cutting heavier gauge materials
on the 12 kW machine and produces a finish
that is second to none on materials above
15 mm thick.
“Fibre technology reduces running costs

considerably, as there are no expensive
optics to replace and there is no need to
spend a lot of time and thousands of
pounds on maintaining a CO2 machine and
its resonator.
“At the same time, power consumption is
dramatically reduced. In 2013, when we
were running a 6 kW CO2 machine alongside
a fibre model of the same power, the former
was drawing 100 kVA while the latter
consumed 33 kVA.
“Three years later, when we went all
fibre, we were saving £4,000 per quarter in
electricity costs. It started to make a big
difference to our profitability, as the cost of
power comes straight off the margin you
make on a job.”
Installed in August this year, Dudleybased 2D and 3D laser-cutting specialist

Industry & product news in brief
■ Lantek has signed a collaboration agreement with the multinational HSG Laser Group
that will allow HSG customers worldwide to use Lantek’s software. https://is.gd/oyarun
■ Trumpf’s UK operation recorded an order intake of £65 million and sales of £60
million in the year 2018/19, a 29% increase on the previous year. https://is.gd/poletu
■ MBA Engineering, a supplier of machinery solutions, consumables and support
services, has bolstered its product portfolio with waterjet consumables from
Hypertherm. https://is.gd/guqula
■ MBA Engineering has additionally provided and installed a bespoke Noblegen nitrogen
generation system to Anord Mardix, saving the manufacturer in excess of £1,000 per
month. https://is.gd/ohixiz
■ Prima Power has expanded its family of software products with the introduction of the
FastSuite Prima Power Edition, which has been developed for the company by Cenit AG.
The agreement with Cenit provides for the new 3D laser CAM software to be dedicated
to 3D Prima Power laser machines and distributed globally by the Italian company.
https://is.gd/uxupem
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GF Laser is the user of the first Trumpf
TruLaser Cell 5030 5-axis CNC laser
profiling machine in the UK. It comes
following the company’s growth, which has
seen the company’s turnover having grown
from £2 million to £3.5 million in the past
three years, today employing 25 people.
Says Simon Tregillus, director at the
company: “With this order, we are investing
in the latest fibre technology. The TruLaser
Cell 5030 [4 kW model] will replace our
original Trumpf TLC CUT 5 machine and run
alongside our existing TruLaser Cell 7040,
which will be retained.”
GF Laser’s TLC CUT 5 was purchased in
2006 and, although still performing well,
the introduction of the latest TruLaser Cell
5030 will move the company into another
league, regarding speed and energy
efficiency.
The machine is used for the 5-axis
profiling and trimming of pressings,
extrusions and spinnings – or any
component containing a form – for sectors
such as automotive, yellow goods,
construction, architecture and art. Materials
processed on the Trumpf TruLaser Cell
5030 will include mild steel, stainless steel
and aluminium. The machine will also allow
GF Laser to process reflective materials
such as copper and brass in five axes,
a task not previously possible using the
company’s CO2-based TruLaser Cell 7040.
Continues Tregillus: “With the incredible
cutting speeds of modern laser cutters,
growing numbers of customers are turning
to this technology, instead of investing in a
press tool, which creates more business for
GF Laser. The arrival of the TruLaser 5030
Cell will allow us to accelerate the
processing of existing work, thus creating
more capacity. I saw the machine working
first-hand at the INTECH event [at Trumpf,
Germany] and could see the efforts Trumpf
has made to maximise cutting performance
and minimise operator involvement. This is
important to a company such as ours, which
runs three shifts over 24 hours.”
Vital statistics for the machine are its
working envelope of 3,000 by 1,500 by 700
in X, Y and Z axes, plus B- and C-axis travel
of ± 135° and 360°. Maximum component
size is 2,540 by 1,040 by 470 mm.
Positioning accuracy is 0.08 mm for linear
axes and 0.015° for rotary axes. ■
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YES...HWACHEON
HAVE IT!
A complete range of high specification
vertical, horizontal and double column
machining centres.
Over 35 years in the UK!

H6
High Precision,
High Torque
Horizontal
Machining
Centres

QUALITY DRIVES
PRODUCTIVITY

Vesta 1000
High Speed
Vertical

Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence
will be showcasing digital production
solutions from our Production Software
portfolio at EMO Hannover, the world’s
leading trade fair for metalworking.
D2
5 Axis Universal
Machining
Centres

Our innovative solutions on display
include EDGECAM, FASYS, NCSIMUL, VISI,
WORKNC, WORKPLAN and WORKXPLORE.

when you want it, we have it
Ward Hi-Tech Limited

1 Atlas Way Sheffield S4 7QQ South Yorkshire
Tel: 0114 2560333 Fax: 0114 2561629 Email: sales@wardhitech.co.uk

www.wardhitech.co.uk
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RMT Air Toggle Presses are
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speed piercing, forming,
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They combine
efficient air operation,
rugged construction
and reliable safety
features to provide top
value compared to
small hydraulic or air
clutch presses.
Wide range of sizes is available to suit
every application – 10 standard models
ranging from 3 to 20 tons.
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HILTON ROAD, COBBS WOOD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
ASHFORD, KENT TN23 1EW
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Moulded perfectly for the future: The MOULDING AREA
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state of the art for process streams, manufacturing
methods, and intertechnology solutions. Precision for pros!
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Speedy
measures

“In my opinion, the
Sylvac Scan F60T is
90% better than the
previous solution we
had,” says Qualiturn

Fast cylindrical part inspection delivered by Bowers for Qualiturn; Mitutoyo video scanner supports
volume hike at Fluorocarbon Company; Blum explains on-machine surface measurement; plus,
industry & product news update

B

owers Group has provided
subcontractor Qualiturn with a Sylvac
Scan F60T for the non-contact
measurement of cylindrical turned parts.
In business for more than 40 years,
Qualiturn manufactures 8.75 million turned
parts per year and is heavily focused on
driving efficiencies within the business and
on the quality and credibility of its products.
Says Nick Groom, managing director at
Qualiturn Products: “We’ve made a
commitment at Qualiturn to update our
processes in a way that makes everything
much more efficient, and the Sylvac Scan
has been a key tool in achieving that.
“Measurements are so fast they’re
practically instant, increasing our speed of
measurement immeasurably and adding the
reassurance of consistent process and
quality. Anyone can load the machine with a
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part for measurement and get the same
answer every time. It completely removes
the problem of human error, in turn
significantly raising accuracy and quality
levels.”
The Sylvac Scan from Bowers (https://
is.gd/vubegu) is used by staff at Qualiturn to
capture measurements at various stages of
the production process; from first-off
measurements and checks during
production, to final part inspection. It has
successfully allowed Qualiturn to increase
productivity through a significant reduction in
inspection time; providing fast, accurate and
repeatable measurement for manufactured
components.
A complete component scan can be
achieved in under three seconds, taking
multiple measurements at the same time,
and with easy data output. Having a
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measurement envelope of 60 mm diameter
by 300 mm in length and a scanning speed
of 100 mm per second, the Sylvac Scan unit
enables all parts to be measured quickly
and accurately. This model features
exclusive helix tilting system, which enables
sensors to tilt to a 30° angle. This capability
ensures measurements taken for threads
are precise, capturing the flank, thread and
root data.
Continues Groom: “We carried out a
capability study on the Sylvac Scan F60T
and found such a massive improvement that
it made perfect sense for us to invest. The
Sylvac Scan F60T allows us to set-up and
save measurement programs that can be
repeated for the job life of the components
that we produce. This reassurance of
process is invaluable to us.
“We were able to transfer our old
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Smooth & efficient operator
Paul Hodgkinson, technical sales engineer at Blum-Novotest, takes a look at the
hidden benefits of Digilog roughness gauges and why getting surface finish right first
time can help send productivity through the roof
When CNC machining, it is all about being
automotive, medical and renewables
able to measure and control the three
sectors have been among the first
main variables in the machining process,
adopters and are already benefitting from
which are the cutting tools, temperature
poor surfaces being identified faster and
and the workpiece itself. By applying
processes being corrected through
Adaptive Machining, you no longer have to changes to tools, speeds and/or feeds.
spend time resetting the workpiece on the The TC64’s performance complies with
machine after identifying errors after postISO 4287 and ASME B46.1, incidentally.
process measurements. Instead,
On average, this approach is saving
corrective changes can be made during
firms in the region of 40% in machining
the actual process.
time, as they are not having to
Dimensional accuracy of the
scrap/rework parts or transfer
workpiece is, of course, vitally
measurement to other
operations, whilst tool life
important, but
can also be prolonged
manufacturers also need
to ensure they are
through eliminating
monitoring surface
unnecessary machining
quality. A failure to do so
activities.
can cause a multitude of
The automated
issues. A few years ago,
measurement, which is
Blum-Novotest (https://
accurate and repeatable,
is.gd/yeceri) hit on the
means users can take
concept of adding an
away a worker and retrain
analogue aspect to its range of
them in other areas of the
digital probes, so that not
Using Blum’s TC64 RG probe business, offering greater
only was it possible to detect is, on average, saving firms flexibility on the shopfloor
when the probe was
and the opportunity to
in the region of 40% in
triggered, but also how much
scale up quickly for new
machining time
it was triggered. The Digilog
projects.
family of products was born.
Data generated can be evaluated in Ra
Initially, the benefit of this was the
(roughness average), Rz (average
capture of far more data from the part in
roughness depth), Rq (square average
the machine, so that full inspection was
roughness), Rt (total height of the profile)
possible and manufacturers were able
and Rmax (maximum roughness depth),
use this data to update tool offsets. The
providing engineers with the complete
first probe in the world to offer this was
picture of the surface condition and the
the TC64-Digilog and, following further
most up to date real-time information.
developments and client feedback, new
The roughness values defined by the
probe TC64 RG (Roughness Gauge) that
Blum TC64-RG are comparable with those
could measure the surface finish of the
of a conventional, external surface
workpiece was launched.
roughness gauge.
Designed to be robust enough to
The TC64 RG can also check
handle harsh environments, as well as
waviness, which is the measurement of
guarantee accurate results with swarf and
the more widely spaced component of
coolant present, it was also imperative
surface texture. It is a broader view of
that it could measure parts quickly to
roughness, because it is more strictly
ensure maximum productivity.
defined as ‘the irregularities who’s
Subsequently, the TC64 RG has become
spacing is greater than the roughness
a market leader and a proven weapon in
sampling length’. Waviness can occur
helping manufacturers deliver more parts
from machine or work deflections,
that are ‘right first time’.
chatter, residual stress, vibrations or heat
Customers supplying the aerospace,
treatment.
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measurement programmes onto the new
scan centre with ease, essentially allowing
us to pick up where we left off, and the
support from Bowers Group was excellent
during this process.”
An unnamed senior inspector at the
company is quoted as saying: “In my
opinion, the Sylvac Scan F60T is 90% better
than the previous solution we had. The
biggest benefits are down to its speed, how
easy it is to program and the increase in
quality as a result.
“It’s also very easy to calibrate;
calibration programs are set into the system,
so that the machine calibrates itself. It’s
just much quicker, far more versatile, easier
to use, and makes the job easier -– a really
good bit of kit.”

VOLUME INCREASE CHALLENGE
At Hertford-based Fluorocarbon Company,
a boost to measurement capacity was
required. After market analysis, the company
opted for Mitutoyo (https://is.gd/ibeliy)
technology in the form of a Quick Vision
Active CNC vision measuring system.
Operating from three manufacturing sites,
two in the UK and one in Europe,
Fluorocarbon is one of the UK’s largest
fluoropolymer processor companies,
producing PTFE- and polymer-related
components and engineering plastics in
stock shapes.
For some time, Fluorocarbon’s Hertford
manufacturing facility has been engaged in
the production of complex PTFE components
for a prestigious global customer. These
parts have 50 slots along their length. In
addition to the accuracy of the size and pitch
of the slots being crucial to the components’
performance, every slot has four difficult-toaccess, critical features, each with
tolerances measured in microns. In the past,
the relatively low numbers produced meant
that Fluorocarbon’s quality department was
able to keep pace with production. That
situation changed when the demand for the
components rocketed. After considering
several alternatives, Mitutoyo’s Quick Vision
Active CNC vision measuring system was
selected and installed.
Now, rather than tie up a skilled
operator’s time performing the slow,
repetitive tasks to inspecting each individual
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At Fluorocarbon Company, by using
Mitutoyo’s Quick Vision Active CNC
vision measuring system, components
can now be fully inspected in just two
minutes – previously the same task
took more than 15 minutes

component, Fluorocarbon’s new vision
measuring system can accurately inspect
parts in a rapid, fully automated way.
The company’s quality staff now simply
load a batch of five components onto a
fixture located on the Quick Vision Active’s
stage, recall the relevant inspection program
and start the fully automated inspection

routine. At the end of each measuring
sequence, five detailed component
inspection reports are generated, then a
new batch of components is loaded onto the
machine.
Each component can now be fully
inspected in just two minutes, whereas
previously the same task took more than

15 minutes. In addition, the accuracy and
repeatability of the Quick Vision Active has
removed the human element from the
components’ inspection process and has
ensured that ‘right first time – every-time’
component inspection takes place.
Fluorocarbon Company business line
leader-engineering Stephen Dixon explains:
“As well as being BS.EN.ISO. 9001:2015and AS9100D-approved, Fluorocarbon has a
long list of additional approvals. We have
earned a global reputation for our proficiency
in machining complex components from
challenging materials and also for our ability
to supply consistently high quality
components.
“In order to solve our inspection capacity
problem, related to our global customer’s
complex components, we considered
solutions from several leading metrology
companies. Although, following an in-depth
practical demonstration, we found that
Mitutoyo’s Quick Vision Active was the ideal
CNC vision measuring system for our
demanding needs.
“In addition to being easy to program and
use, as it is a non-contact vision-based
system, it is ideal for measuring parts that
would deform under contact. Also, the Quick
Vision Active provides the levels of accuracy
that we require and the speed that allows it
to make light work of the high volumes of
the complex components now passing
through our Quality Department. Last but not
least, our customer really appreciates the
comprehensive inspection reports that our
new Mitutoyo system generates.” ■

Industry & product news in brief
■ Faro Technologies will be presenting a selection of its latest
metrology products at Southern Manufacturing 2020 (11-13
February, Farnborough). https://is.gd/ukapof
■ Tinius Olsen will be exhibiting at Make Measurement Matter at
the British Motor Museum, Gaydon on 12 March next year.
https://is.gd/ihamum
■ Vision Engineering, a manufacturer of visual inspection and
measurement technologies, has sold over 20,000 Mantis
microscope products in the past five years. https://is.gd/uboquc
■ Steve Shickell has been appointed as sales and marketing
director (UK & Ireland) by LK Metrology, a British manufacturer
and exporter of co-ordinate measuring machines.
https://is.gd/ajiwig
■ Items of newly developed and enhanced functionality have
been added to the latest Javelin MRP and production control
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software released by Hexagon, including updates to works
orders, bills of materials, purchasing, scheduling, planning board
functions and traceability. https://is.gd/uhacek
■ Bowers Group has launched the Innovatest Falcon 600 preconfigured automated hardness testing system into the UK
marketplace. https://is.gd/ayanat
■ GOM has introduced an optical measuring machine – the ATOS
5 for Airfoil – that is particularly suited to small parts and
complex freeform surfaces. https://is.gd/ifojap
■ Schuler has developed a system for die monitoring, based on
the latest camera technology. With the help of these cameras,
foreign bodies and other potential hazards can be detected
before systems and parts become damaged. https://is.gd/odafuc
■ Creaform’s HandyScan AeroPack is a 3D scanning solution
suite for aircraft quality control duties. https://is.gd/ehigol
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MANUFACTURING SECTOR BREXIT CONTINUED

First thoughts
MACH 2020 exhibition organiser the Manufacturing Technologies Association (MTA) considers the
Conservative Party’s re-election from a manufacturing industry standpoint

T
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PM Boris Johnson likely has
five years ahead, backed by a
majority of 80 in Parliament.
The shape of Brexit is yet to
be determined, but the hard
Brexit-favouring European
Research Group has less
influence than it did.
Big spending plans have
already been signalled,
backed by a £100bn
infrastructure fund.
The Northern Powerhouse,
the Midlands Engine and
HS2 are all likely recipients.
And there will be a £33.9bn
a year increase in the NHS
budget by 2023-24,
enshrined in legislation

WIktor Szymanowicz/NurPhoto/PA Images

he decisive victory for the
Conservative Party in England and
Wales, and in the overall result,
should lead to clear and decisive policy
making on issues vital to the machinery and
component supply chain.
The UK is now almost certain to leave
the EU on 31 January, along the lines of the
Withdrawal Agreement agreed in October.
Talks on a new trade deal will then
commence. Ensuring that the interests of
manufacturing are heard in that process will
be the key representational task of the MTA
over coming months.
The most important area of contention is
likely to be around the UK’s continuing
place in the European standards
architecture where the tone, if not quite yet
the substance, of Johnson’s government
has been more hostile than Theresa May’s.
The new government’s intentions with
regard to the EU should start to become
clearer. President Trump says the
Conservatives’ win leaves the UK and US
“free to strike a massive new trade deal”.
The manufacturing sector will be
pressing for close alignment with the EU.
Even the most all-encompassing Free Trade
Agreement (Canada ++) will involve more
friction and cost in moving goods and
providing services cross channel.
Acclimatising to that will be made easier
than in a ‘No Deal’ scenario by the 11month transition period: but pretty much
every expert on trade policy believes that a
deal cannot be done in that time. (Ed: Prior
to the Prime Minister’s pledge to outlaw any
extension, the MTA said that business would
lobby for an extension.)
With UK growth having slowed, and then
stalled completely in October, there are
hopes that investment will start to pick up
next year. The relative performance of the
UK and the rest of the EU will be watched
with great interest.
The continuation of the Union is also

less firm. For the first time, Irish nationalists
make up the majority of Northern Ireland
MPs. This will intensify scrutiny of the
arrangements for goods flowing between NI
and the rest of the UK and may have wider
implications. Scottish nationalists once
again make up the majority of MPs from
Scotland, intensifying calls for a second
referendum on Scottish independence.
On the domestic economic policy
agenda, there was relatively little in the
Conservative manifesto to signal a dramatic
departure from the recent past, slightly
ominously the only explicit mention of
‘manufacturing’ was a pledge to help the
Welsh automotive sector. The sections on
innovation were more positive, with
commitments to move to spending 2.4% of
GDP on R&D and to look at extending the
scope of the R&D Tax Credit. More funding
was pledged for skills and upgrading Further
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Education facilities and there was a promise
to make the visa system more responsive to
employers’ needs.
The need to adopt new, digital
technologies, exemplified by ‘Made
Smarter’, could potentially chime with the
new government’s objectives, but that may
be tempered by a concern that a
government in possession of such a large
majority will not feel as bound to adopt as
collaborative an approach as we have seen
over the last three years.
Westminster is likely to see at least a
partial return to an environment in which
government is freer to do as it sees fit, an
environment where trade associations and
other bodies will have to think carefully
about how they approach the task of
representing their members’ interests
without being reduced to shouting from the
side lines. ■
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This tool was
produced using VISI at
Injection Point Srl

Trend
patterns
While two Italian injection mould specialists declare their CADCAM preferences, a UK automotive
manufacturer reveals the gains achieved by 3D printing its tooling. Steed Webzell has more

I

n Italy, a specialist in hot runners and
injectors for the mould and die industry is
using a range of VISI CADCAM solutions
from Hexagon Production Software (https://
is.gd/daguku) to optimise its workflow.
“Primarily, we use VISI for feasibility
studies before the production phase and to
formulate quotations for customers,” says
Sergio Pozzan, founder and owner of
Injection Point Srl. “Information is better
organised and errors are minimised when
moving from the design to the machining
stage, thanks to VISI’s interface.”
As an integral part of its processes, VISI
Modelling is used for design, VISI Flow to
simulate plastic injection flow inside the
mould and VISI Machining to program
complex toolpaths. The company, based in
Turin, specialises in the manufacture of hot
runners from 8 mm diameter up to 2,300
mm centre-to-centre distances, as well as
injectors and filtering systems for
thermoplastics.
“Our hot runners and injectors are used
to produce medical products – and therefore
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extremely small printed details – as well as
large parts such as car bumpers,” says
Pozzan. “This diversity means we must know
the type of press that will be used, the
technical specifications of the final printed
part, such as material and weight, plus any
manufacturing constraints, so that we can
customise our injection system accordingly.”
All products are designed and machined
using VISI, which, he says, was chosen
because it is “simple, intuitive and, above
all, reliable”. The company’s first VISI
solution was a Modelling licence, which it
uses during the design phase. The second
investment was the VISI Machining CAM
module to program complex cycles for the
company’s two CNC machining centres –
a Mikron VCE1250 with a FANUC controller,
and a Bridgeport VMC 1000 XP2 with
Heidenhain CNC.
“Despite the downturn that has hit our
sector globally in recent years, with the help
of VISI our products are always of the
highest quality, meaning customers continue
to have full confidence in us,” says Pozzan.

“In addition, we guarantee one of the
fastest support services in the market –
within 24 hours in Italy, and 48 hours
throughout the rest of Europe.”
Reliance on the latest CADCAM
technology is also evident at Mec-Plast,
another mouldmaking and injection moulding
specialist based in Italy, which is using NX
CAD, NX CAM and Mold Wizard from
Siemens (https://is.gd/raviza).
Mec-Plast has been in the mouldmaking
and injection moulding business for over 35
years, guided by owner Ivan Missaglia and
his father, who founded the company in
1983. Specialising in small and miniature
parts, especially for solenoid valves and
pneumatic assemblies, the company offers
a turnkey service, from feasibility studies,
through design proposal and quote, to
mould machining and injection moulding
operations.
“Our portfolio includes solenoid valves of
different sizes, mainly 10, 15 and 22 mm,”
Missaglia says. “These components are very
small and require tolerances within a few
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hundredths of a millimetre.
Once the 3D model of the mould has
been defined, the next step is the
generation of toolpaths using NX CAM, which
can handle all necessary machining
operations, including 5-axis milling, die-sink
and wire EDM, plus turning.
NX offers a virtual machining capability
that enables NC programmers to perform
kinematic simulations that use the machine
and controller models (and machining code)
to check for possible collisions and clashes
before metalcutting begins. These features
are essential for safety and efficiency,
enabling Mec-Plast engineers to check the
G-code file of the machining process for
reliable simulation. The simulation results
accurately reflect the post-processed NC
code in its native format. Normally, the postprocessor applies modifications approved by
the customer, so simulating the operation of
5-axis machines after post-processing helps
assure total safety.
“With NX, you always find a way; anything
you design can be machined safely,”
Missaglia emphasises.

LISTEN, LEARN, ADOPT
Away from the world of software, a British
automotive manufacturer is discovering the
advantages that can be leveraged when
using 3D printing for wits tooling
requirements. Based near Birmingham,
Dunlop Systems specialises in anti-vibration
solutions, including automotive air
suspension components
and electronic control
systems for OEM and
aftermarket vehicle
applications.
Mark Statham,
production engineering
manager at Dunlop
Systems, is in charge of the
tooling used to make the
company’s products. Dunlop
Systems had a lot of old machinery and inhouse tooling that had to be replaced
frequently. Internal and customer tools were
sent to a third-party toolmaker to make.
However, as a result of customer design
changes, costs spiralled without being
completely recoverable.
To begin addressing the issue, Statham
attended a seminar about 3D printing where
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he heard about an industrial 3D printer
capable of printing in carbon fibre. He
realised he could use it for tooling, as the
material was robust enough to withstand
corrosive environments. That same day, he
went to his director’s office and said that if
he did not buy a Markforged Mark Two, he
would regret it. His director approved the
purchase.
Since installation, the team has found
several applications for the machine,
including many gauges and moulds. The
Onyx material and continuous carbon fibre
have proved a good fit for the company,
providing strong, lightweight parts that can
be easily printed on the Markforged printer,
which offers a build volume of 320 by 132
by 154 mm. “We’re now going to replace all
our tooling with Onyx,” says Statham.
Usually, the department spends around

Prototype tooling, made via 3D printing,
used to assemble suspension parts for an
electric vehicle at Dunlop
£20,000 on tooling alone. In 2019,
however, the total spend estimate is only
£11,000, thanks to 3D printing. The
Markforged Mark Two is available in the UK
from HK Additive, a division of HK
Technologies (https://is.gd/aliqum), part of
Engineering Technologies Group. ■

Latest products in brief
■ As the manufacturing of dies is very
vulnerable to temperature changes, Okuma
has equipped its latest MCR-S doublecolumn machining centre with the
Thermo-Friendly Concept, while another
function, ‘Hyper-Surface’, is said to make
manual post-processing obsolete. The
MCR-S achieves metal removal rates of
710 cm/min when face milling. In terms of
capacity, X-, Y- and Z-axis travels extend
from 4,200 by 3,200 by 800 mm (W-axis is
1,000 mm), to 6,700 by
3,700 by 800 mm (1,200
mm W axis). The UK agent is
NCMT (https://is.gd/pucuxe).
(
■ Under a joint sales cooperation with Boehlerit,
Horn Cutting Tools has
introduced to the UK
market an expanded 3D
milling programme for the
tool and mouldmaking
The
industry. The ISO 00P
Waldrich
universal tool system
features inserts mounted
Coburg
in a neutral position in the
Taurus 30
toolholder, which is said to
Gemini from
ensure a high level of
Kingsbury
contouring accuracy.
Despite the neutral position, however, the
edge geometry enables a soft cut to be
achieved. More details: https://is.gd/upotuz
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■ Waldrich Coburg, which is represented in
the UK by Kingsbury, will add new a model
to its Taurus of machining centres this year.
Taurus models are described as small,
portal-type machining centres, but with axis
travels of 5,000 by 3,500 by 1,500 mm
and 6,000 by 4,000 by 1,500 mm, plus a
2,000 mm W-axis, they are large by typical
standards. The Taurus 30 Gemini, an
alternative version of the larger of the two
existing machines available, is suited to
mould and die production: it is able to
perform both roughing (63 kW/1,500 Nm
spindle power) and high speed finishing
(20,000 rpm spindle speed).
More details: https://is.gd/gakotu
■ Dormer Pramet has expanded its milling
line for mould and die with introductions
including the newly developed double-sided
SNGX11 insert for high-feed milling at up to
1.7 mm depth of cut. A strong main cutting
edge ensures high levels of durability and
process security, especially in machining
pocket corners. Suitable for copy milling,
helical interpolation, ramping, progressive
plunging and face milling, the SNGX11 is
available in two geometries. M is for steel,
as well as hardened steel and cast iron,
while the MM version delivers a smoother
cut and is more suited to stainless steel,
soft steel and super-alloys.
More details: https://is.gd/ujafef
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WORKHOLDING, ACCESSORIES & BARFEEDS CLAMPING DOWN ON INEFFICIENCY

Enhanced
productivity up for grabs
A single clamping
screw is enough to
lock the Schunk Rota
FSW chuck quickchange system

Steed Webzell reveals how a selection of manufacturers is using the latest workholding
innovations to great advantage

W

ithout being able to quickly change
chucks to accommodate varying
workpiece diameters, set-up times
are prolonged and efficiency falls. Cutting
tool manufacturer LMT Fette, based in
Schwarzenbek, Germany, has addressed
this challenge by employing Schunk (https://
is.gd/nuyevi) quick-change jaw and chuck
technologies on a universal lathe. The result
is that even rush orders from other business
units can be handled during production,
without impacting the company’s overall
performance.
When Thomas Frankenberger, machine
operator at LMT Fette, recalls the strength it
took to change lathe chucks in the past, it is
still possible to see the stress on his face:
“Exact positioning was always an art when
you had a 500 mm lathe chuck weighing
220 kg. Even with two people, it was a
challenge to screw the lathe chuck on to the
fine-threaded draw tube. If you were off by as
www.machinery.co.uk

little as 0.5 mm, it wouldn’t work.”
Trying to force the screw would ruin the
thread, which would spell big trouble. In
extreme cases, the draw tube would have to
be re-machined using a thread restorer.
“In the past, every time you changed the
chuck it would require time, manpower,
instinct, experience and physical strength,”
says Frankenberger. “Now that we’re using
the Schunk quick-change system, I can
easily change the chuck by myself with much
less effort and far less risk of accidents.
It used to take 45 to 60 minutes,
sometimes with two colleagues, but now it
takes just 15 minutes to do a complete
chuck change with only one operator,
including all secondary tasks, such as
cleaning, oiling and storing the second lathe
chuck.”
Instead of using multiple fastening
screws, the patented Schunk Rota FSW
quick-change chuck system is released and
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locked with a single clamping screw. Using a
flexible adapter, the draw-tube of the lathe
can be automatically connected to the lathe
chuck and centred with precision, due to a
patented flexible taper. In addition, a
patented dual-stroke system ensures high
pull-down forces, a flat work surface, and
maximum rigidity in the connection. To
eliminate the possibility of operating errors,
a display continuously informs the operator
of the current locking status.
“Once I’ve positioned the lathe chuck,
I tighten the screw with the torque wrench,”
explains Frankenberger. “The chuck aligns
itself, is automatically centered and then
clamped. It hardly takes any strength.”
Remaining in Germany, another
investment project has proved particularly
fruitful at the Waldstetten facility of WESA
GmbH, a CNC subcontract machining
specialist serving sectors such as
automotive, where customers include
45
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Latest workholding products in brief
the manual Swift Klamp HSK workholding
system for use on machining centres,
1st Machine Tool Accessories has
introduced a robotic loading and unloading
arrangement based on the same principle
(pictured). The automatic system, which
maximises spindle uptime, uses a deeper
clamping head to accommodate
the low pressure (35 bar)
hydraulics, and a mounting
plate with dedicated
adapter to suit a 3-, 4or 5-axis vertical or
horizontal machining
centre. Pneumatic
detection of correct
head seating ensures
accurate machining and
the elimination of scrap,
while air blow from the
underside prevents swarf
The automated Swift from entering the mechanism
during exchange. More details:
Klamp for use on
https://is.gd/oduxil
machining centres

■ Suited to metalcutting operations on
5-axis machining centres, Roemheld UK’s
fixed-jaw SCS vices from its Hilma division
offer repeatability of positioning to within
±10 micron. The stability of the clamping
systems and high retention force resulting
from the use of a reversible jaw mean
there is no need to pre-stamp a
workpiece before it is secured,
even when it is clamped on
just a few millimetres of
material. Various base
lengths up to 350 mm
are offered, with
clamping ranges to 300
mm, while clamping force
is up to 40 kN at 100 Nm
torque. More details:
https://is.gd/ibinap

■ Now available in the UK from
https://is.gd/
Leader Chuck (https://is.gd/
akequh) is the newly developed
Orange Delta IV compact vices
and zero-point sub-plates for
use in multi-axis and high density milling
set-ups. The patent-pending Orange Delta
IV vices feature a small 150 by 100 mm
footprint and an integral zero-point
interface – cross compatible with the
company’s proprietary locating systems –
as well as 52 mm pull-stud interfaces from
other brands. Unlike self-centring vices
common in the industry, the Orange Delta
IV uses a novel serrated design that is
said to combine the best of self-centring
vices and serrated fixtures.
■ Following the launch earlier this year of

■ The newly developed Erowa Robot Easy
800 is an automated system that delivers
components to a machine’s working
envelope that can measure up to 850 mm
in diameter by 1,000 mm long and with a
maximum weight of 800 kg. A central
set-up station that has a swivel crane
assists the operator’s daily work
considerably. Here, rotatable magazine
plates simplify set-up and preparation,
while pre-centring facilitates pallet
positioning with crane and lift gear.
UK availability is via REM Systems
(https://is.gd/xehowi).

Porsche, Daimler, Bosch and ZF.
Together with workholding expert Röhm
(https://is.gd/etofut), WESA managed to
address the issue presented where no
workpiece steady-rest is provided in an
existing lathe turret. In such situations, to
avoid retrofitting a hydraulics unit to control
a turret-mounted steady rest, WESA and
Röhm came up with a solution that uses
coolant pressure to signal the steady-rest to
clamp as per the program (the system is
opened via spring pressure).
WESA wanted to use a steady-rest with
its DMG Mori Sprint 50 CNC lathe. Röhm
had to deliver a unit with a clamping range

of 18 to 36 mm for use in the machine
tool’s small working envelope.
Two oil hydraulic connections are normal
in a standard turret, but since WESA did not
want to install another medium in the
machine, the idea of using the coolant and
existing line to trigger the control
commands started to take shape.
“To explain further, we wanted the CNC
to move the opened turret into position,
whereby the ‘coolant on’ signal would
follow,” explains WESA’s production
manager, Johannes Weber. “The clamping
arms of the steady-rest would then close,
with the workpiece now firmly supported and
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ready for the next machining step.
Subsequently, the return spring force would
open the clamping arms of the steady-rest.”
Something that sounds very easy often
turns out to be difficult in practice. Coolant
lines sometimes have a non-return valve,
which prevents a return flow of the coolant,
and this proved to be the case with the
Sprint 50. To avoid the spring having to work
against the coolant pressure in the return
line and create disturbance in the flow, a
bypass was needed in the shape of a
specially created relief valve. Jointly
designed by Röhm and WESA, the solution
meant the coolant could flow without
hindrance.
Back in the UK, and switching to
prismatic machining, Oakham-based Hi-Spec
Precision Engineering has recently taken
delivery of a Midaco pallet changer supplied
by Hyfore Engineering (https://is.gd/zecece).
Company director Darren Grainger selected
the Midaco system following a project
intended to make Hi-Spec’s machining
processes more efficient. The company has
introduced the system to its Hurco (https://
is.gd/utebev) VM5i CNC vertical machining
centre, where it will soon begin boosting
productivity and helping to grow the
business.
“We are now undertaking the first test
runs on our Midaco pallet changer,” states
Grainger. “The idea is to increase the
spindle uptime on our Hurco VM5i by having
part changeovers take place outside of the
machine, while it is running. We’ve had a
year of change here at Hi-Spec, embracing
workholding automation to ensure we are
ready for the future.” ■

The Rohm work-steady
in action at WESA
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MACH-METCUT cycle ends; MACH shortens; economy on the up for UK firms; JIMTOF
& IMTS developments have 21st century feel – multi-process machines & new
mechanical designs; CNCs increasingly fronted by Windows
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Machine tool sales in 1996 are predicted to be £1,165m (almost
£2.3bn today; 2018’s market was £380.2m).
Still feeling the negative industrial impact of East and West
Germany’s reunification of 1990, Wemex Watts of Nottingham,
which had been the sole importer of East German machine tools,
is still adding replacement agencies. Improving business conditions
will see the company add more soon, its managing director reports.
Feature articles this month see us report on Japan’s machine
tool sector. A recovering home market is now adding to existing US
demand, the latter having kept the sector afloat for the past four
years. The country has its sights set on technically advanced,
complex machines. Notable at JIMTOF the previous year was
Amada’s Espacio sheet metalworking centre that combined laser
shearing and cutting, plus punching, bending, welding and finish
grinding. It looked like a UFO, with its 6 m diameter 4.5 m high
dome-like enclosure. It was a forward-looking, 21st century design for
unmanned sheet metal processing. Matsuura also brought together
multiple processes in a single machine, this time for metalcutting,
with its Ternary for milling, grinding and polishing hard materials
Another 21st century technology were hexapod machine tools.
With six contracting-lengthening legs that position a vertical spindle
(held on a platform that might have two rotary axes), they were seen
as the future for 5-axis machining. In evidence at the previous year’s
IMTS exhibition in Chicago, we carry an in-depth interview with one
US proponent, Giddings & Lewis, about the technology and its
benefits. We also have an article about UK firm Geodetic Technology
International, owned and run by entrepreneur Ghassan Matar. It is
not much interested in building machines but rather in developing
patentable technology that others will license for theirs, however.
Another technology trend is the increasing use of Windowsfronted CNC units that allow standard programs to be run, as well as
supporting interface configurability. The 21st century looks like it will
be an exciting place. ■
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he MACH-METCUT exhibition cycle, each one every four years,
with one or other every two years, will in 1996 give way to the
beginning of the biennial MACH exhibition series. But the
previous 10-day extravaganza is to become a six-day event. (MACH
2020 will, of course, be a five-day concern.)
We also hail government support for the Interdisciplinary
Research Centre (IRC) at universities in Birmingham and Cardiff.
The IRC’s aim is to connect government-funded research with
industry-funded research. We cite a variety of machining processrelated programmes and call on industry to continue to play its part
in order to retain government financial support.
In news, ABB robotics is merging with ABB’s paint finishing
interests to form ABB Flexible Automation, producing a billion-dollar
operation. The UK’s 600 Group is reporting a return to the black, as
business conditions improve. At its Loughborough-based 600 Centre
operation, which has recently seen the integration of Selson
Machine Tool Co and Sykes Manufacturing Technologies, plus a
£1m refurbishment programme, the boast is that the facility offers
the widest array of new machine tools and production equipment in
the UK. We report that another Open House also had a wide range
of technology on show. Bridgeport’s Romsey, Hants event included
EDM from Sodick, cutting tools from Seco plus CNC and probe kit
from Heidenhain. Elsewhere, Hitach Seiki UK is
celebrating a record order book, while Pullmax similarly
reports a strong one. Another reflection of improving
conditions more widely is Australia’s tool grinding
expert ANCA, which reports that sales grew 40%
during its past two financial years (July-Jun), with a
doubling of production capacity planned for 1995.
Economic omens are looking good for MACH
1996, with a growing UK economy (3.4 and
3.3% growth, 1993 and 1994), while
business investment is also rising.
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